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Lab Guide Overview This guide presents the instructions and other information concerning the lab activities for this course. You can find the solutions in the lab activity Answer Key.



Outline This guide includes these activities: 



Lab Overview







Lab 1-1: Implementing H.323 Gateways







Lab 1-2: Implementing MGCP Gateways







Lab 1-3: Implementing SIP Gateways







Lab 2-1: Implementing Analog Trunks







Lab 2-2: Implementing CAS Trunks







Lab 2-3: Implementing PRI Trunks







Lab 2-4: Implementing QSIG Trunks







Lab 3-1: Implementing PSTN Dial Plans on Cisco IOS Gateways







Lab 3-2: Implementing Multi-site Dial Plans on Cisco IOS Gateways







Lab 3-3: Implementing RSVP-Based CAC







Lab 3-4: Implementing Calling Privileges on Cisco IOS Gateways







Lab 4-1: Implementing SRST Gateways







Lab 4-2: Implementing Media Resources Using Cisco IOS Gateway DSPs







Lab 4-3: Implementing Call Applications on Cisco IOS Gateways







Lab 5-1: Implementing Basic Gatekeeper Functionality







Lab 5-2: Implementing Gatekeeper-Based CAC







Lab 5-3: Configuring Remote Zones







Lab 5-4: Implementing Gatekeeper Redundancy







Lab 6-1: Implementing IP-to-IP Gateways







Answer Key



Lab Overview This topic describes the lab used throughout this Lab Guide.



Lab Topology The figure shows the lab topology.



Lab Topology San Jose 4085551XXX



Site1CM1



Site2CM2



Site1CM2



IP WAN



GK



Router2 (H.323)



Router1 (MGCP/SRST)



T1 CAS



T1 PRI Phone1-1 1001



Boston 8575552XXX



Site2CM1 T1 QSIG



Phone2-1 2001



Phone1-2 1002



Chicago 3125553XXX



T1 PRI



PSTN



Phone2-2 2002



Denver 3035554000



FXO/FXS Router4 (CME)



Router3 (CME) E&M Phone3-1 3001



Phone3-2 3002



GK = Gatekeeper
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Lab Setup The tables provide detailed information about router setup, IP addressing, accounts, passwords, and phone numbers.
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Routers and Interfaces Device



Interface



Description



Router 1 (San Jose)



E1 0/0/0



E1 PRI trunk to PSTN:



E1 0/0/1



Router 2 (Boston)



Router 4 (Denver)



ISDN switch type: primary-net5







Framing: CRC-4







Line code: HDB3



E1 PRI trunk to Router2: 



ISDN switch type: primary-qsig







Framing: CRC-4







Line code: HDB3



FastEthernet 0/0



LAN interface



FastEthernet 0/1



WAN interface



T1 0/1/0



T1 CAS trunk to PSTN:



E1 0/0/0



Router 3 (Chicago)











ISDN switch type: primary-ni







Framing: ESF







Line code: B8ZS



E1 PRI trunk to Router1: 



ISDN switch type: primary-qsig







Framing: CRC4







Line code: HDB3



FastEthernet 0/0



LAN interface



FastEthernet 0/1



WAN interface



E1 0/0/0



E1 PRI trunk to PSTN: 



ISDN switch type: primary-net5







Framing: CRC-4







Line code: HDB3



FastEthernet 0/0



LAN interface



FastEthernet 0/1



WAN interface



FXO 0/0/0



Analog trunk to PSTN: 



Gatekeeper (San Jose)
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Signaling: ground start



FastEthernet 0/0



LAN interface



FastEthernet 0/1



WAN interface



FastEthernet 0/0



LAN interface
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IP Addressing Device



IP Address



Site1CM1



192.168.P1.1/24



Site1CM2



192.168.P1.2/24



Phone1-1



192.168.P1.11/24



Phone1-2



192.168.P1.12/24



R1-SanJose (Router1)



Fa0/0.111 (LAN): 192.168.P1.254/24 Fa0/0.116 (LAN): 192.168.P6.254/24 Fa0/1 (WAN): 192.168.P10.1/24



Site2CM1



192.168.P2.1/24



Site2CM2



192.168. P2.2/24



Phone2-1



192.168. P2.11/24



Phone2-2



192.168. P2.12/24



R2-Boston (Router2)



Fa0/0.112 (LAN): 192.168. P2.254/24 Fa0/0.117 (LAN): 192.168.P7.254/24 Fa0/1 (WAN): 192.168. P10.2/24



Phone3-1



192.168. P3.11/24



Phone3-2



192.168. P3.12/24



R3-Chigago (Router3)



Fa0/0 (LAN): 192.168.P3.254/24 Fa0/1 (WAN): 192.168. P10.3/24



Phone4-1



192.168. P4.11/24



Phone4-2



192.168. P4.12/24



R4-Denver (Router4)



Fa0/0 (LAN): 192.168. P4.254/24 Fa0/1 (WAN): 192.168. P10.4/24



Gatekeeper



Fa0/0 (LAN): 192.168. P1.3/24



SIP carrier (PSTN Router)



Fa0/1 (WAN): 192.168. P10.254/24



Accounts and Passwords
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Account



Password



Windows Administrator: administrator



cisco



Cisco Unified CallManager Administrator: administrator



cisco



Telnet Password



cisco



Enable Password



cisco
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Phone Numbers Sites



Range



Extensions



San Jose



4085551XXX



1XXX



Boston



8575552XXX



2XXX



Chicago



3125553XXX



3XXX



Denver



3035554000



4XXX



San Jose PSTN phone



4085556666



NA



Boston PSTN phone



8575556666



NA



Chicago PSTN phone



3125556666



NA



Denver PSTN phone



3035556666



NA



Emergency calls



911



NA



U.S. Dialing Information Description



Pattern



PSTN access code



9



Local call



9 [2-9]XX XXXX



National call



9 1 [2-9]XX [2-9]XX XXXX



International call



9 011 variable length Test number to dial in labs: 9 011 49 895556666



Emergency call



Note
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911



Calls from the PSTN phone are placed without dialing the PSTN access code. The dialing information is only a subset of the U.S. dialing plan.
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Lab 1-1: Implementing H.323 Gateways Complete this lab activity to practice what you learned in the related module.



Activity Objective In this activity, you will configure the Boston gateway router2 as an H.323 gateway and integrate it with the Boston Cisco Unified CallManager cluster, including redundant Cisco Unified CallManager connections. After completing this activity, you will be able to meet these objectives: 



Configure a H.323 gateway to integrate with Cisco Unified CallManager







Add an H.323 gateway to Cisco Unified CallManager



Visual Objective The figure illustrates what you will accomplish in this activity.



Visual Objective for Lab 1-1: Implementing H.323 Gateways San Jose 4085551XXX



Site1CM1



Configure a PSTN T1route QSIGplan.



Site2CM2



Site1CM2



IP WAN



GK Router1 (MGCP/SRST)



Configure an H.323 gateway.



T1 PRI Phone1-1 1001



Boston 8575552XXX



Site2CM1



Router2 (H.323) T1 CAS Phone2-1 2001



Phone1-2 1002



Chicago 3125553XXX



T1 PRI



PSTN



Phone2-2 2002



Denver 3035554000



FXO/FXS Router4 (CME)



Router3 (CME) E&M Phone3-1 3001



Phone3-2 3002



GK = Gatekeeper



Phone4-1 4001
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Required Resources These are the resources and equipment that are required to complete this activity:
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Boston Cisco Unified CallManager Site2CM1 and Site2CM2







Boston IOS gateway router2







Boston IP Phone
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Command List The table describes the commands that are used in this activity. H.323 Gateway Configuration Commands Command



Description



voice service voip



Enters voice-service-VoIP configuration mode



h323



Enables H.323 signaling for the VoIP service and enters H.323 configuration mode



h323-gateway voip interface



Identifies the actual interface as a VoIP gateway interface



h323-gateway voip bind srcaddr ip-address



Sets the IP address that is used as an H.323 signaling source



codec codec



Specifies the codec used



show dial-peer voice tag



Displays detailed information about the specified dial peer



show dial-peer voice summary



Displays a summary of all active dial peers



debug voice dialpeer



Displays default debug output for all active POTS dial peers



debug voip dialpeer



Displays default debug output for all active VoIP dial peers



debug h225 q931



Displays H.225 Q931 debug information



csim start called-number



Initiates a test call using the gateway to verify call routing



Job Aids These job aids are available to help you complete the lab activity: 



Cisco IOS Voice Configuration Library







Cisco Unified CallManager help pages
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Task 1: Configure a H.323 Gateway to Integrate with Cisco Unified CallManager In this task, you will configure the Cisco IOS gateway on the remote site Chicago to act as an H.323 gateway for that location.



Activity Procedure Complete these steps: Step 1



On the Boston Cisco IOS gateway router2, ensure that H.323 is enabled.



Step 2



Configure two VoIP dial peers that point to the Boston Cisco Unified CallManager cluster. Site2CM1 should be the active Cisco Unified CallManager, and Site2CM2 should be the standby. Use a destination pattern that matches the DID range in Boston and configure the G.711 mu-law as the codec.



Step 3



Configure an H.323 voice class that sets the TCP-established timer for H.225 connections to 3 seconds and bind the class to both VoIP dial peers.



Step 4



Ensure that the LAN interface is the source interface for all H.323 packets.



Activity Verification You have completed this task when you attain these results: 



The show dial-peer voice summary command displays the two VoIP dial peers with the correct preference.



Task 2: Add a H.323 Gateway to Cisco Unified CallManager In this task, you will add the Boston H.323 gateway router2 to the Boston Cisco Unified CallManager cluster.



Activity Procedure Complete these steps:
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Step 1



On the Boston Cisco Unified CallManager Site2CM1, access the Cisco Unified CallManager Administration page.



Step 2



Add the Boston H.323 gateway router2 as a new H.323 gateway. Select the device pool Default and ensure that only the last four digits are used for inbound calls. Leave all other settings at the default values.



Step 3



Add a new route group BOS-PSTN-RG, which contains the Boston H.323 gateway router2.



Step 4



Add a new route list BOS-PSTN-RL, which contains the route group BOS-PSTNRG.



Step 5



Add a new route pattern 9!# that points to the route list BOS-PSTN-RL. Do not perform any digit manipulation.
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Activity Verification You have completed this task when you attain these results: 



On router2, using the csim start 8575552001 command, a test call can be placed to phone 2-1 in Boston.







On router2, using the debug h225 q931 command will show the call information sent from the Boston Cisco Unified CallManager to the gateway when a call is placed to the PSTN from phone2-1.



Note



© 2006 Cisco Systems, Inc.



Because no PSTN trunk has been configured yet, a successful call will not be possible.
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Lab 1-2: Implementing MGCP Gateways Complete this lab activity to practice what you learned in the related module.



Activity Objective In this activity, you will configure the San Jose gateway router1 as an MGCP gateway and integrate it with the San Jose Cisco Unified CallManager cluster. After completing this activity, you will be able to meet these objectives: 



Add an MGCP gateway to Cisco Unified CallManager







Configure an MGCP gateway to integrate with Cisco Unified CallManager



Visual Objective The figure illustrates what you will accomplish in this activity.



Visual Objective for Lab 1-2: Implementing MGCP Gateways San Jose 4085551XXX



T1 QSIG Site1CM2



Configure a PSTN route plan.



Site2CM2



IP WAN



GK Router1 (MGCP/SRST)



Router2 (H.323)



Configure an MGCP gateway.



T1 CAS



T1 PRI Phone1-1 1001



Boston 8575552XXX



Site2CM1



Site1CM1



Chicago 3125553XXX



Phone2-2 2002



Phone2-1 2001



Phone1-2 1002



T1 PRI



PSTN



Denver 3035554000



FXO/FXS Router4 (CME)



Router3 (CME) E&M Phone3-1 3001



Phone3-2 3002



GK = Gatekeeper



Phone4-1 4001



Phone4-2 4002
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Required Resources These are the resources and equipment that are required to complete this activity:
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Cisco Unified CallManager Site1CM1 and Site1CM2 in San Jose







Cisco IOS gateway router1 in San Jose







Physical T1 connection to the PSTN.







San Jose IP phones







PSTN IP phone
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Command List The table describes the commands that are used in this activity. MGCP Commands Command



Description



ccm-manager config server callmanager-ip-address



Specifies the Cisco Unified CallManager TFTP server that will be used by the gateway to download its configuration



ccm-manager config



Activates the configuration download



mgcp bind control sourceinterface



Specifies the source interface that will be used for MGCP signaling traffic



mgcp bind media sourceinterface



Specifies the source interface that will be used for MGCP media traffic



Job Aids These job aids are available to help you complete the lab activity: 



Cisco IOS Voice Configuration Library







Cisco Unified CallManager help pages



Task 1: Add a MGCP Gateway to Cisco Unified CallManager In this task, you will add a new MGCP gateway to the Cisco Unified CallManager database and route calls from the San Jose IP phones via that gateway. The MGCP gateway will be part of a newly created route group on the Cisco Unified CallManager server.



Activity Procedure Complete these steps: Step 1



On the San Jose Cisco Unified CallManager Site1CM1, access the Cisco Unified CallManager Administration page.



Step 2



Add the San Jose gateway router1 as an MGCP gateway.



Step 3



Configure the slot and the VWIC to match the router setup.



Step 4



Configure the E1 PSTN trunk as a E1 PRI. (E1 0/0/0)



Step 5



Choose device pool Default and make sure that only the last four digits of the incoming called party number are used to match the phone extensions.



Step 6



Create a route group SJC-PSTN-RG. Place the newly created MGCP gateway router1 in route group.



Step 7



Create a route list called SJC-PSTN-RL. Add the SJC-PSTN-RG route group to the route list.



Step 8



Add a new route pattern 9.!# that points to the route list SJC-PSTN-RL. Ensure that the PSTN access code 9 is stripped off, and use the external phone number mask for the calling number when placing outbound calls.
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Activity Verification You have completed this task when you attain these results: 



When searching for all patterns beginning with 9, the route plan report (Route Plan > Route Plan Report) displays a route 9.!# pointing to the MGCP controlled T1 port of the gwgk-router1 via the route list and route group.



Task 2: Configure an MGCP gateway to integrate with Cisco Unified CallManager In this task, you will configure the San Jose gateway router1 to download its MGCP configuration from the San Jose Cisco Unified CallManager TFTP server and register as an MGCP gateway.



Activity Procedure Complete these steps: Step 1



On the San Jose gateway router1, ensure that the MGCP will use the LAN interface as the source interface for media and control traffic.



Step 2



Specify the TFTP running on Site1CM1 as the configuration server.



Step 3



Activate the configuration download process.



Activity Verification You have completed this task when you attain these results:
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On the San Jose gateway router1, show isdn status shows that the Q.931 channel is backhauled via Cisco Unified CallManager and the layer 2 status as MULTIPLE_FRAME_ESTABLISHED.







Inbound and outbound PSTN calls at San Jose are possible.
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Lab 1-3: Implementing SIP Gateways Complete this lab activity to practice what you learned in the related module.



Activity Objective In this activity, you will configure the Chicago Cisco Unified CallManager Express router3 to route international calls via a SIP trunk to a SIP carrier. After completing this activity, you will be able to meet this objective: 



Configure Cisco Unified CallManager Express with an SIP dial peer that will be used to route calls to the SIP carrier



Visual Objective The figure illustrates what you will accomplish in this activity.



Visual Objective for Lab 1-3: Implementing SIP Gateways San Jose 4085551XXX



T1 QSIG Site2CM2



Site1CM2



IP WAN



GK



Router2 (H.323)



Router1 (MGCP/SRST)



T1 CAS



T1 PRI Phone1-1 1001



Boston 8575552XXX



Site2CM1



Site1CM1



Phone2-1 2001



Phone1-2 1002



Chicago 3125553XXX



T1 PRI



PSTN Router3 (CME)



Configure an SIP trunk to the PSTN.



Phone2-2 2002



Denver 3035554000



FXO/FXS Router4 (CME)



E&M Phone3-1 3001



Phone3-2 3002



GK = Gatekeeper
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Required Resources These are the resources and equipment that are required to complete this activity: 



Chicago Cisco Unified CallManager Express router3.







IP phone in Chicago







IP phone PSTN
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Command List The table describes the commands that are used in this activity. SIP Configuration Commands Command



Description



voice service voip



Enters VoIP configuration mode



sip



Enables SIP signaling for the VoIP service and enters SIP configuration mode



session protocol sipv2



Specifies SIP to be the protocol used on the VoIP dial peer



show sip-ua calls



Displays active SIP calls



Job Aids These job aids are available to help you complete the lab activity: 



Cisco IOS Voice Configuration Library.







Cisco Unified CallManager Express configuration guides



Task 1: Configure Cisco CallManager Express SIP Dial Peers In this task, you will configure the Cisco CallManager Express in Chicago with an SIP dial peer that will be used to route calls to the SIP carrier.



Activity Procedure Complete these steps: Step 1



On the Chicago Cisco Unified CallManager Express router3, enable SIP services.



Step 2



Create a new VoIP dial peer that points to the RouterPSTN WAN interface and a destination pattern 0T. Use SIP as the session protocol.



Activity Verification You have completed this task when you attain these results:
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Using the Chicago phone3-1, you can place a call to 049895556666.







While a call from a Chicago phone to the PSTN is active, the show sip-ua calls command on the Cisco Unified CallManager Express will display an active call.
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Lab 2-1: Implementing Analog Trunks Complete this lab activity to practice what you learned in the related module.



Activity Objective In this activity, you will configure an FXO PSTN trunk on the Denver Cisco Unified CallManager Express router4. Because DID is not available, all inbound PSTN calls should be routed to the attendant with extension 4002. In addition, you will configure an E&M trunk to route calls between Chicago router3 and Denver router4. After completing this activity, you will be able to meet these objectives: 



Configure an FXO trunk on a Cisco IOS gateway







Configure an E&M trunk on a Cisco IOS gateway



Visual Objective The figure illustrates what you will accomplish in this activity.



Visual Objective for Lab 2-1: Implementing Analog Trunks San Jose 4085551XXX



Site1CM1



Site2CM2



Site1CM2



IP WAN



GK Router1 (MGCP/SRST)



Phone1-1 1001



Boston 8575552XXX



Site2CM1 T1 QSIG



T1 PRI Phone1-2 1002 Configure dial peers for the E&M trunk.



Chicago 3125553XXX



Configure dial peers for the E&M and FXO trunks.



Router2 (H.323) T1 CAS



T1 PRI



PSTN



Phone2-2 2002



Phone2-1 2001



Configure the FXO trunk.



FXO/FXS



Configure incoming calls to be routed to ext. 4002.



Denver 3035554000



Router4 (CME)



Router3 (CME) E&M Phone3-1 3001



Phone3-2 3002
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Configure an E&M trunk.
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Required Resources These are the resources and equipment that are required to complete this activity:
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Denver Cisco Unified CallManager Express router4 with an FXO PSTN connection and an E&M connection to Chicago router3







Denver IP phones







PSTN IP phone







Chicago Cisco Unified CallManager Express router3 with an E&M connection to Denver router4







Chicago IP phones
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Command List The table describes the commands that are used in this activity. Analog Voice Port Configuration Commands Command



Description



connection plar opx digits



Directly routes a call from a voice port to the specified number.



signal {groundStart | loopstart}



To specify the type of signaling for a voice port, use the signal command in voice-port configuration mode. To reset to the default, use the no form of this command.



caller-id enable



To allow the sending or receiving of caller-ID information, use the caller-id enable command in voice-port configuration mode at the sending FXS voice port or the receiving FXO voice port. To disable the sending and receiving of caller-ID information, use the no form of this command.



E&M Configuration Commands Command



Description



type {1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5}



To specify the E&M interface type, use the type command in voice-port configuration mode. To reset to the default, use the no form of this command.



signal {delay-dial | immediate | lmr | winkstart}



To specify the type of signaling for a voice port, use the signal command in voice-port configuration mode. To reset to the default, use the no form of this command.



Job Aids This job aid is available to help you complete the lab activity: 



Cisco IOS Voice Configuration Library



Task 1: Configure an FXO Trunk to the PSTN In this task, you will configure Denver’s voice gateway for dialing into the PSTN. Incoming calls will be routed to an attendant IP phone (ext. 4002)



Activity Procedure Complete these steps: Step 1



Configure the FXO PSTN trunk to use ground-start signaling.



Step 2



Create a new POTS dial peer with a destination pattern 9T to route outbound calls using the FXO trunk. Verify that you can dial in to Denver using two-stage dialing.



Step 3



Ensure that any inbound call on the FXO trunk is routed directly to extension 4002.
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Activity Verification You have completed this task when you attain these results: 



Denver outbound PSTN calls are possible.







Denver inbound PSTN calls ring the Denver phone with extension 4002.



Task 2: Configure an E&M Trunk Between Chicago and Denver In this task, you will configure an E&M trunk between Chicago and Denver. Users should be able to call remote site phones by simply dialing the extension.



Activity Procedure Complete these steps: Step 1



Configure the E&M port on Chicago router3 and Denver router4. Use wink-start signaling and E&M type 1.



Step 2



On Chicago router3, add a new POTS dial peer 42 using the E&M port. Use a destination pattern that matches the Denver extensions. Ensure that all required digits are sent across the trunk. Use a preference of 2 for the dial peer.



Step 3



On Denver router4, add a new POTS dial peer 32 using the E&M port. Use a destination pattern that matches the Chicago extensions. Ensure that all required digits are sent across the trunk. Use a preference of 2 for the dial peer.



Activity Verification You have completed this task when you attain these results: 
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Calls between Denver and Chicago are possible via the E&M trunk.
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Lab 2-2: Implementing CAS Trunks Complete this lab activity to practice what you learned in the related module.



Activity Objective In this activity, you will configure a T1 CAS trunk to the PSTN on the previously provisioned Boston H.323 gateway router2. After completing this activity, you will be able to meet these objectives: 



Configure a T1 CAS interface







Route calls using a T1 CAS interface



Visual Objective The figure illustrates what you will accomplish in this activity.



Visual Objective for Lab 2-2: Implementing CAS Trunks San Jose 4085551XXX



T1 QSIG Site2CM2
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IP WAN
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Required Resources These are the resources and equipment that are required to complete this activity: 



A phone at the PSTN







A Cisco Unified CallManager at the Boston site with a connected H.323 gateway and a T1/E1 interface connected to the PSTN







An IP phone at the Boston site
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Command List The table describes the commands that are used in this activity. T1 Interface Commands Command



Description



controller {t1 | e1} slot/subslot/port



Use the controller command in global configuration mode to configure a T1 or E1 controller and enter controller configuration mode.



framing {sf | esf}



Use the framing command in controller configuration mode to select the frame type for the E1 or T1 data line.



linecode {ami | b8zs}



Use the linecode command in controller configuration mode to select the line-code type for T1 or E1 lines.



clock source {[primary] line | internal | freerunning}



Use the clock source command in controller configuration mode to set clocking for individual T1 or E1 links. To return to the default, use the no form of this command.



network-clock-participate {aim | slot | wic} slotnumber



Use the network-clock-participate command in global configuration mode to allow the ports on a specified network module or VWIC to use the network clock for timing. To restrict the device to use only its own clock signals, use the no form of this command.



ds0-group ds0-group-number timeslots type {e&m-delay-dial | e&m-fgd | e&m-immediatestart | e&m-wink-start | fxo-ground-start | fxoloop-start | fxs-groundstart | fxs-loop-start} dtmf dnis



Use the ds0-group command in controller configuration mode to specify the DS0 time slots that make up a logical voice port on a T1 controller, to specify the signaling type by which the router communicates with the PBX or PSTN, and to define T1 channels for compressed voice calls and the CAS method by which the router connects to the PBX or PSTN. To remove the group and signaling setting, use the no form of this command.



Job Aids These job aids are available to help you complete the lab activity. 



Cisco IOS Voice Command Reference







Cisco Interface Command Reference



Task 1: Configure a CAS Trunk to the PSTN In this task, you will configure a CAS connection to the PSTN at Boston’s voice gateway for dialing into the PSTN. The Boston gateway is already set up as an H.323 gateway so only the missing configuration needs to be added.
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Activity Procedure Complete these steps: Step 1



Configure the T1 controller 0/1/0 of Boston’s gateway. Use ESF framing and B8ZS line coding. Set the clock source to the PSTN. Then define a CAS group using all 24 channels with E&M immediate-start signaling.



Step 2



Configure the POTS dial peer 90 on Router2 using destination pattern 9T. Use the voice port previously defined by the DS0 group. Make sure to strip the leading 9 before sending the call to the PSTN and that DID is enabled.



Activity Verification You have completed this task when you attain these results: 



You can verify connectivity by placing calls in both directions.







Inbound and outbound PSTN calls in Boston are possible.
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Lab 2-3: Implementing PRI Trunks Complete this lab activity to practice what you learned in the related module.



Activity Objective In this activity, you will configure an ISDN PRI trunk to the PSTN on the Chicago Cisco Unified CallManager Express router3. After completing this activity, you will be able to meet these objectives: 



Configure the PRI controllers for correct signaling, framing, and timeslot association







Configure the correct ISDN switch type and ISDN serial interface settings



Visual Objective The figure illustrates what you will accomplish in this activity.



Visual Objective for Lab 2-3: Implementing PRI Trunks San Jose 4085551XXX
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Phone3-2 3002



GK = Gatekeeper
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Router 3 running Cisco Unified CallManager Express in Chicago with an unconfigured PRI trunk







Phones in Chicago







PSTN phone
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Command List The table describes the commands that are used in this activity. T1 Interface Commands Command



Description



isdn switch-type {countryspecific-switch-type}



Defines the telephone company switch type.



interface {bri | pri} interface-number



Enters interface configuration mode.



isdn incoming-voice voice



To route all incoming voice calls to the modem and determine how they will be treated, use the isdn incoming-voice command in interface configuration mode. To disable the setting or return to the default, use the no form of this command.



pri-group timeslots timeslot-range [nfas_d {backup | none | primary {nfas_int number | nfas_group number | rlmgroup number}} | service]



To configure NFAS and specify the channels to be controlled by the primary NFAS D channel, use the prigroup timeslots command in controller configuration mode.



network-clock-participate {aim | slot | wic} slotnumber



Specifies which clock source to use for DSP clocking.



isdn protocol-emulate {user | network}



Defines Layer 2 and Layer 3 user- or network-side emulation.



controller {t1 | e1} slot/subslot/port



Enters controller configuration mode.



framing {sf | esf | crc4 | nocrc4}



Defines the T1/E1 framing type



linecode {ami | b8zs | hdb3}



Defines linecoding



clear interface slot/port



Resets the specified ISDN interface, which is required after a TEI configuration change.



telephony-service



Enters Cisco Unified CallManager Express configuration mode.



dialplan-pattern tag pattern extension-length extension-length



Enables DID calls for Cisco Unified CallManager Express ephone-dns.



Job Aids These job aids are available to help you complete the lab activity: 



Cisco IOS Voice Command Reference







Cisco Interface Command Reference
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Task 1: Configure an ISDN PRI Trunk to the PSTN in Chicago In this task, you will configure an ISDN PRI trunk connection to the PSTN on Chicago’s voice gateways for PSTN calls.



Activity Procedure Complete these steps: Step 1



On the Chicago Cisco Unified CallManager Express router3, ensure that the DSPs are correctly clocked.



Step 2



Specify the correct global ISDN switch type. Use primary-net5.



Step 3



Configure the controller of the E1 PRI PSTN trunk (E1 0/0/0). Use all available time slots.



Step 4



Configure the ISDN signaling interface for inbound voice calls.



Step 5



Add a new dial peer with a destination pattern 9T and DID enabled. Use the E1 PRI PSTN trunk.



Step 6



Access the Cisco Unified CallManager Express configuration mode and configure a dial plan pattern that enables DID calls to the Chicago DID range.



Step 7



Verify connectivity by placing calls in both directions.



Activity Verification You have completed this task when you attain these results: 
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Calling in both directions works.
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Lab 2-4: Implementing QSIG Trunks Complete this lab activity to practice what you learned in the related module.



Activity Objective In this activity, you will configure a E1 QSIG trunk between San Jose and Boston. The San Jose MGCP gateway router1 will be the network side of the connection and the Boston gateway router2 configured as an H.323 gateway will also be added as an MGCP gateway to the Boston Cisco Unified CallManager cluster. After completing this activity, you will be able to meet these objectives: 



Configure Cisco Unified CallManager QSIG PRI trunks for interconnection







Configure Cisco Unified CallManager settings for callback







Verify the correct operation



Visual Objective The figure illustrates what you will accomplish in this activity.



Visual Objective for Lab 2-4: Implementing QSIG Trunks San Jose 4085551XXX
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Required Resources These are the resources and equipment that are required to complete this activity: 



San Jose Cisco Unified CallManager cluster







San Jose MGCP gateway router1, already configured with the San Jose Cisco Unified CallManager cluster







Boston Cisco Unified CallManager cluster







Boston H.323 gateway router2







San Jose IP phones







Boston IP phones



Command List The table describes the commands that are used in this activity. MGCP Configuration Commands Command



Description



ccm-manager config server callmanager-ip-address



Specifies the Cisco Unified CallManager TFTP server that will be used by the gateway to download its configuration



ccm-manager config



Activates the configuration download



mgcp bind control sourceinterface



Specifies the source interface that will be used for MGCP signaling traffic



mgcp bind media sourceinterface



Specifies the source interface that will be used for MGCP media traffic



Job Aids These job aids are available to help you complete the lab activity.
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Cisco IOS Voice Command Reference







Cisco Interface Command Reference
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Task 1: Configure a QSIG Trunk In this task, you will configure an ISDN QSIG trunk connection between San Jose and Boston.



Activity Procedure Complete these steps: Step 1



On the San Jose Cisco Unified CallManager cluster, configure the second E1 PRI (0/0/1) port on the already-configured San Jose MGCP gateway router1.



Step 2



Make sure that you select the network protocol side, internal clock source and QSIG protocol.



Step 3



Configure a new route pattern, 2XXX, that points to the QSIG E1 port on the San Jose MGCP gateway router1.



Step 4



On the Boston Cisco Unified CallManager cluster, configure the Boston gateway router2 as an MGCP gateway. Make sure to only configure the QSIG E1 port (0/0/0); otherwise, you might erase the already existing configuration.



Step 5



Select the QSIG as the protocol.



Step 6



Configure a new route pattern, 1XXX, which points to the QSIG E1 port on the Boston MGCP gateway router1.



Step 7



On both Cisco Unified CallManager clusters, enable the callback service and add the callback softkey to the softkey templates used by the phones.



Step 8



On the Boston H.323 gateway router2, enable configuration download for the Boston Cisco Unified CallManager TFTP server on Site2CM1. Verify that the gateway registers correctly.



Step 9



Verify that callback is working.



Activity Verification You have completed this task when you attain these results: 



Calls between San Jose and Boston are possible using the E1 QSIG connection.







Callback is working on the E1 QSIG connection.
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Lab 3-1: Implementing PSTN Dial Plans on Cisco IOS Gateways Complete this lab activity to practice what you learned in the related module.



Activity Objective In this activity, you will implement a PSTN dial plan on the Boston H.323 gateway router2, on the Chicago Cisco Unified CallManager Express router3 and on the Denver Cisco Unified CallManager Express router4. After completing this activity, you will be able to meet these objectives: 



Configure dial peers for inbound and outbound PSTN routing







Configure voice-translation rules and profiles for correct ANI and DNI digit manipulation



Visual Objective The figure illustrates what you will accomplish in this activity.



Visual Objective for Lab 3-1: Implementing PSTN Dial Plans on Cisco IOS Gateways San Jose 4085551XXX
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Required Resources These are the resources and equipment that are required to complete this activity:
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Boston Cisco IOS gateway router2







Chicago Cisco Unified CallManager Express router3







Chicago IP phones







Denver Cisco Unified CallManager Express router4







Denver IP phones
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Command List The tables describe the commands that are used in this activity. Digit Manipulation Commands Command



Description



digit-strip



Digit stripping strips all the digits that explicitly match a POTS dial peer. Digit stripping is enabled by default on POTS dial peers.



prefix digits



To specify the prefix of the dialed digits for a dial peer, use the prefix command in dial-peer configuration mode. To disable this feature, use the no form of this command.



forward-digits [032]|all|extra



To specify which digits to forward for voice calls, use the forward-digits command in dial-peer configuration mode.



num-exp dialed-digits substitution



To define how to expand a telephone extension number into a particular destination pattern, use the num-exp command in global configuration mode. To cancel the configured number expansion, use the no form of this command.



voice translation-rule rule tag



To define a translation rule for voice calls, use the voice translation-rule command in global configuration mode. To delete the translation rule, use the no form of this command.



rule precedence /match/ /replace/ [type {match-type replace-type} [plan {match-plan replaceplan}]]



To define a translation rule, use the rule command in voice translation-rule configuration mode. To delete the translation rule, use the no form of this command.



rule precedence reject // [type matchtype [plan matchtype]]



To define a translation rule, use the rule command in voice translation-rule configuration mode. To delete the translation rule, use the no form of this command. You can also use a rule to reject a call by using the reject option.



voice translationprofile profile-name



To specify a translation profile for all incoming VoIP calls, use the voip-incoming translation-profile command in global configuration mode. To delete the profile, use the no form of this command.



translate {called | calling | redirectcalled} translationrule-number



To associate a translation rule with a voice translation profile, use the translate command in voice translation-profile configuration mode. To delete the translation rule from the profile, use the no form of this command.



translation-profile {incoming | outgoing} name



To assign a translation profile to a dial peer, use the translationprofile command in dial-peer configuration mode.



test voice translation-rule number input-teststring [type matchtype [plan match-type]



To test the functionality of a translation rule, use the test voice translation-rule command in privileged EXEC mode.
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Call Routing and Path Selection Commands Command



Description



destination-pattern [+]string[T]



To specify either the prefix or the full E.164 telephone number to be used for a dial peer, use the destination-pattern command in dial-peer configuration mode. To disable the configured prefix or telephone number, use the no form of this command.



incoming called-number [+]string[T]



To specify a digit string that can be matched by an incoming call to associate the call with a dial peer, use the incoming callednumber command in dial-peer configuration mode. To reset to the default, use the no form of this command.



answer-address [+]string[T]



To specify the full E.164 telephone number to be used to identify the dial peer of an incoming call, use the answer-address command in dial-peer configuration mode. To disable the configured telephone number, use the no form of this command.



direct-inward-dial



Use the direct-inward-dial command to enable the DID call treatment for an incoming called number.



preference [0-9]



To indicate the preferred order of a dial peer within a hunt group, use the preference command in dial-peer configuration mode.



no dial-peer outbound status-check pots



To check the status of outbound POTS dial peers during call setup and to disallow, for that call, any dial peers whose status is down, use the dial-peer outbound status-check pots command in privileged EXEC mode. To disable status checking, use the no form of this command.



Job Aids This job aid is available to help you complete the lab activity. 



Voice configuration library on Cisco.com



Task 1: Configure Dial Peers for Inbound and Outbound PSTN Routing In this task, you will configure dial peers for inbound and outbound PSTN routing on the Boston H.323 gateway router2, Chicago Cisco Unified CallManager Express router3, and Denver Cisco Unified CallManager Express router4.



Activity Procedure Complete these steps: Step 1



On the Boston H.323 gateway router2, Chicago Cisco Unified CallManager Express router3, and Denver Cisco Unified CallManager Express router4, remove any existing dial peer configuration used for PSTN routing.



Step 2



On the Boston H.323 gateway router2, Chicago Cisco Unified CallManager Express router3, and Denver Cisco Unified CallManager Express router4, verify that the controllers and voice ports are configured correctly.



Step 3



On the Boston H.323 gateway router2, configure this POTS dial peer: 
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All calls: dial peer 90, destination pattern 9T
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Step 4



On the Chicago Cisco Unified CallManager Express router3, configure these dial peers using the T1 PRI PSTN trunk: 



Local calls: dial peer 90, destination pattern 9[2-9]XXXXXX, DID enabled (ensuring that this dial peer is used for inbound PSTN calls)







National calls: dial peer 910, destination pattern 91[2-9]XX[2-9]XXXXXX







International calls: dial peer 90110, destination pattern 9011T







Emergency calls: dial peer 911, destination pattern 911







Emergency calls: dial peer 9911, destination pattern 9911



Note



Step 5



The X’s in the destination patterns are for ease of reading. They are not part of the actual configuration syntax.



On the Denver Cisco Unified CallManager Express router4, configure these dial peers using the FXO PSTN trunk: 



Local calls: dial peer 90, destination pattern 9[2-9]XXXXXX







National calls: dial peer 910, destination pattern 91[2-9]XX[2-9]XXXXXX







International calls: dial peer 90110, destination pattern 9011T







Emergency calls: dial peer 911, destination pattern 911







Emergency calls: dial peer 9911, destination pattern 9911



Note



The X’s in the destination patterns are for ease of reading. They are not part of the actual configuration syntax.



Activity Verification You have completed this task when you attain these results: 



You can place and receive PSTN calls in Boston.







You can place and receive PSTN calls in Chicago.







You can place and receive PSTN calls in Denver.



Task 2: Configure Voice-Translation Rules and Profiles for Correct ANI and DNIS Digit Manipulation In this task, you will configure voice translation-rules and profiles for correct ANI and DNIS on the Chicago Cisco Unified CallManager Express router3.



Activity Procedure Complete these steps: Step 1



On the Chicago Cisco Unified CallManager Express router3, configure a voice translation profile pstn-in that performs these digit manipulations: 
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The called DID numbers 3125553XXX should be cut down to the four-digit extension. For example, 3125553001 should be modified to 3001.



Step 2



Remove any existing dial plan pattern configuration



Step 3



Bind the voice translation profile pstn-in to the E1 PRI PSTN trunk. The profile should be applied to incoming calls. Verify that inbound PSTN calls are working again.



Step 4



Configure a voice-translation profile pstn-out that performs this digit manipulation: 



Step 5



The calling number 3XXX should be prefixed with the Chicago DID range 312555. For example, if a call is placed from phone 3-1, the calling number should be modified from 3001 to 3125553001.



Bind the voice translation profile pstn-out to voice port 0/0/0:15. The ANI should now be correctly modified to include the DID range for outgoing calls.



Activity Verification You have completed this task when you attain these results:
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Inbound calls to Chicago router 3 should be possible without the dialplan-pattern command.







Inbound calls to Chicago router 3 include the 9 in the calling number. For example, a call from the PSTN 13125556666 to Chicago phone 3-1 should be displayed as 913125556666.







Outbound calls from Chicago router 3 should have the calling number 3125553XXX.
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Lab 3-2: Implementing Multisite Dial Plans on Cisco IOS Gateways Complete this lab activity to practice what you learned in the related module.



Activity Objective In this activity, you will implement a multisite dial plan using site codes and toll-bypass WAN routing with PSTN fallback routing between the Chicago Cisco Unified CallManager Express router3 and the San Jose Cisco Unified CallManager cluster, and between the Chicago Cisco Unified CallManager Express router3 and the Denver Cisco Unified CallManager Express router4. After completing this activity, you will be able to meet these objectives: 



Configure WAN with PSTN fallback routing between Chicago and San Jose







Configure WAN with PSTN fallback routing between Chicago and Denver



Visual Objective The figure illustrates what you will accomplish in this activity.



Visual Objective for Lab 3-2: Implementing Multisite Dial Plans on Cisco IOS Gateways San Jose 4085551XXX
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Required Resources These are the resources and equipment that are required to complete this activity: 



Chicago Cisco Unified CallManager Express router3 with already-configured PSTN call routing







Denver Cisco Unified CallManager Express router4 with already-configured PSTN call routing
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San Jose Cisco Unified CallManager cluster with already-configured San Jose MGCP gateway router1







San Jose IP phones







Chicago IP phones







Denver IP phones







PSTN IP phone



Command List The tables describe the commands that are used in this activity. Digit Manipulation Commands
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Command



Description



prefix digits



To specify the prefix of the dialed digits for a dial peer, use the prefix command in dial-peer configuration mode. To disable this feature, use the no form of this command.



forward-digits [032]|all|extra



To specify which digits to forward for voice calls, use the forward-digits command in dial-peer configuration mode.



voice translation-rule rule tag



To define a translation rule for voice calls, use the voice translation-rule command in global configuration mode. To delete the translation rule, use the no form of this command.



rule precedence /match/ /replace/ [type {match-type replace-type} [plan {match-plan replaceplan}]]



To define a translation rule, use the rule command in voice translation-rule configuration mode. To delete the translation rule, use the no form of this command.



rule precedence reject // [type matchtype [plan matchtype]]



To define a translation rule, use the rule command in voice translation-rule configuration mode. To delete the translation rule, use the no form of this command. You can also use a rule to reject a call with the reject option.



voice translationprofile profile-name



To specify a translation profile for all incoming VoIP calls, use the voip-incoming translation-profile command in global configuration mode. To delete the profile, use the no form of this command.



translate {called | calling | redirectcalled} translationrule-number



To associate a translation rule with a voice translation profile, use the translate command in voice translation-profile configuration mode. To delete the translation rule from the profile, use the no form of this command.



translation-profile {incoming | outgoing} name



To assign a translation profile to a dial peer, use the translationprofile command in dial-peer configuration mode.
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Call Routing and Path Selection Commands Command



Description



destination-pattern [+]string[T]



To specify either the prefix or the full E.164 telephone number to be used for a dial peer, use the destination-pattern command in dial-peer configuration mode. To disable the configured prefix or telephone number, use the no form of this command.



preference [0-9]



To indicate the preferred order of a dial peer within a hunt group, use the preference command in dial-peer configuration mode.



voice class h323 tag



To create an H.323 voice class that is independent of a dial peer and can be used on multiple dial peers, use the voice class h323 command in global configuration mode. To remove the voice class, use the no form of this command.



h225 timeout tcp establish seconds



To set the H.225 TCP timeout value for VoIP dial peers, use the h225 timeout tcp establish command in voice-class configuration mode. To reset to the default, use the no form of this command.



Job Aids This job aid is available to help you complete the lab activity. 
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Task 1: Configure WAN with PSTN Fallback Routing Between Chicago and San Jose In this task, you will configure WAN routing between the Chicago Cisco Unified CallManager Express router3 and the San Jose Cisco Unified CallManager cluster, including PSTN fallback routing.



Activity Procedure Complete these steps: Step 1



On the Chicago Cisco Unified CallManager Express router3, configure these dial peers and configure the H.225 TCP timeout timer:   



Dial peer 10, destination pattern 1XXX, Site1CM1 IP, preference 0, codec G.711ulaw Dial peer 11, destination pattern 1XXX, Site1CM2 IP, preference 1, codec G.711ulaw Dial peer 12, destination pattern 1XXX, PSTN PRI trunk, preference 2



Step 2



Tune the dial peer 12 to prefix the San Jose DID range. Include the national identifier 1. For example, 1001 should be modified to 14085551001



Step 3



Use the LAN interface as the H.323 interface.



Step 4



Tune the H.225 TCP established timer to 3 seconds when using the dial peers 10 and 11 pointing to the San Jose Cisco Unified CallManager cluster.



Step 5



On the San Jose Cisco Unified CallManager cluster, configure a non-gatekeepercontrolled intercluster trunk pointing to the Chicago Cisco Unified CallManager Express router3.



Step 6



Add a route pattern to route calls to Chicago, using the intercluster trunk to Chicago:
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Activity Verification You have completed this task when you attain these results: 



You can place a call from Chicago to San Jose by dialing the San Jose extensions







You can place a call from Chicago to San Jose even if the WAN path is not available.







You can place a call from San Jose to Chicago by dialing the Chicago extension.



Task 2: Configure WAN with PSTN Fallback Routing Between Chicago and Denver In this task, you will configure WAN routing between the Chicago Cisco Unified CallManager Express router3 and the Denver Cisco Unified CallManager Express router4, including PSTN fallback routing.



Activity Procedure Complete these steps: Step 1



On the Chicago Cisco Unified CallManager Express router3, configure these dial peers: 



Dial peer 40, destination pattern 4XXX, Denver Cisco Unified CallManager Express router4 IP, preference 0







Dial peer 41, destination pattern 4XXX, PSTN PRI trunk, preference 1



Step 2



Tune the dial peer 41 to prefix the Denver DID range. Include the national identifier 1. For example, 4001 should be modified to 13035554001.



Step 3



On the Denver Cisco Unified CallManager Express router4, configure these dial peers: 



Dial peer 30, destination pattern 3XXX, Chicago Cisco Unified CallManager Express router3 IP, preference 0







Dial peer 31, destination pattern 3XXX, PSTN FXO trunk, preference 1



Step 4



Tune the dial peer 31 to prefix the Chicago DID range. Include the national identifier 1. For example, 3001 should be modified to 13125553001.



Step 5



Use the LAN interface as the H.323 source interface.



Activity Verification You have completed this task when you attain these results:
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You can place a call from Chicago to Denver by dialing the Denver extension.







You can place a call from Chicago to Denver even if the WAN path is not available.







You can place a call from Denver to Chicago by dialing the Chicago extension.







You can place a call from Denver to Chicago even if the WAN path is not available.
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Lab 3-3: Implementing RSVP-Based CAC Complete this lab activity to practice what you learned in the related module.



Activity Objective In this activity, you will implement RSVP-based CAC between the Chicago Cisco Unified CallManager Express router3 and the Denver Cisco Unified CallManager Express router4. After completing this activity, you will be able to meet this objective: 



Configure RSVP-based CAC on Cisco IOS gateways for VoIP calls



Visual Objective The figure illustrates what you will accomplish in this activity.
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Required Resources These are the resources and equipment that are required to complete this activity: 



Cisco IOS gateway router3 in Chicago







Cisco IOS gateway router4 in Denver







Phones in Chicago and Denver







Correctly set up WAN routing between Chicago and Denver
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Command List The table describes the commands that are used in this activity. RSVP Commands Command



Description



call rsvp-sync



To enable synchronization between RSVP signaling and the voice signaling protocol, use the call rsvp-sync command in global configuration mode. To disable synchronization, use the no form of this command.



ip rsvp bandwidth interface-kbps



To specify the bandwidth available to RSVP, use the ip rsvp bandwidth command. The bandwidth should match the desired number of concurrent voice calls allowed over a specific link.



req-qos guaranteeddelay



To specify the desired quality of service to be used in reaching a specified dial peer, use the req-qos command in dial-peer configuration mode. To restore the default value for this command, use the no form of this command. The guaranteed delay option indicates that RSVP should reserve bandwidth.



acc-qos guaranteeddelay



To specify the acceptable quality of service to be used in reaching a specified dial peer, use the acc-qos command in dialpeer configuration mode. To restore the default value for this command, use the no form of this command. The guaranteed delay option indicates that RSVP should reserve bandwidth.



call rsvp-sync resvtimer seconds



To set the timer on the terminating VoIP gateway for completing RSVP reservation setups, use the call rsvp-sync resv-timer global configuration command. To restore the default value, use the no form of this command



Job Aids This job aid is available to help you complete the lab activity: 
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Task 1: Configure RSVP-Based CAC on Router 3 and Router 4 In this task, you will configure RSVP-based CAC on router3 and router4 to restrict the number of concurrent calls possible.



Activity Procedure Complete these steps: Step 1



Verify that WAN call routing is possible between Chicago and Denver.



Step 2



On the Chicago Cisco Unified CallManager Express router3 and on the Denver Cisco Unified CallManager Express router4, enable RSVP synchronization for call setup.



Step 3



On the Chicago Cisco Unified CallManager Express router3 and on the Denver Cisco Unified CallManager Express router4, specify an RSVP bandwidth of 100 kbps on the WAN interface.



Step 4



On the Chicago Cisco Unified CallManager Express router3, configure the VoIP dial peer to Denver to request a guaranteed delay.



Step 5



On the Denver Cisco Unified CallManager Express router4, configure the VoIP dial peer to Chicago to request a guaranteed delay.



Activity Verification You have completed this task when you attain these results: 



RSVP is set up correctly and reservations occur.







RSVP CAC restricts the number of concurrent VoIP calls between Chicago and Denver.
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Lab 3-4: Implementing Calling Privileges on Cisco IOS Gateways Complete this lab activity to practice what you learned in the related module.



Activity Objective In this activity, you will implement calling privileges on the Chicago Cisco Unified CallManager Express router3. After completing this activity, you will be able to meet this objective: 



Configure calling privileges on Cisco IOS gateways



Visual Objective The figure illustrates what you will accomplish in this activity.
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Required Resources These are the resources and equipment that are required to complete this activity:
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Chicago Cisco Unified CallManager Express router3, already configured with granular PSTN dial peers







Chicago IP phones







PSTN IP phone
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Command List The table describes the commands that are used in this activity. COR Commands Command



Description



dial-peer cor custom



Enters COR configuration mode where named CORs can be defined.



name cor-name



Use the name command in COR configuration mode to create the named CORs.



dial-peer cor list list-name



To define a COR list name, use the dial-peer cor list command in global configuration mode. To remove a previously defined COR list name, use the no form of this command.



corlist incoming corlist-name



To specify the COR list to be used when a specified dial peer acts as the incoming dial peer, use the corlist incoming command in dial-peer configuration mode. To clear the previously defined incoming COR list in preparation for redefining the incoming COR list, use the no form of this command.



corlist outgoing corlist-name



To specify the COR list to be used by outgoing dial peers, use the corlist outgoing command in dial-peer configuration mode. To clear the previously defined outgoing COR list in preparation for redefining the outgoing COR list, use the no form of this command.



Job Aids This job aid is available to help you complete the lab activity: 



Voice configuration library on Cisco.com



Task 1: Configure Calling Privileges in Chicago In this task, you will configure the Chicago Cisco Unified CallManager Express router3 for calling privileges. Three different classes will be required: local, national, and international. A user with the local class will not be able to place any national or international calls, a user with the national class will not be able to place any international calls, and a user with the international class will be able to place any call.



Activity Procedure Complete these steps: Step 1



On the Chicago Cisco Unified CallManager Express router3, verify that you have a unique dial peer for local calls, national calls, international calls, and emergency calls.



Step 2



Create these CORs:
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local







national







international







emergency
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Step 3



Step 4



Step 5



Configure these COR lists: 



localcall: local







nationalcall: national







internationalcall: international







emergencycall: emergency







local: local, emergency







national: national, local, emergency







international: international, national, local, emergency



Assign these outgoing COR lists to the appropriate PSTN dial peers 



localcall







nationalcall







internationalcall







emergencycall



Assign the incoming national COR list to the line of phone 3-2 and the incoming international COR list to the line of phone 3-1.



Activity Verification You have completed this task when you attain these results:
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You cannot place international calls using phone 3-2.







You can call any PSTN destination using phone 3-1.
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Lab 4-1: Implementing SRST Gateways Complete this lab activity to practice what you learned in the related module.



Activity Objective In this activity, you will configure SRST gateways for the San Jose MGCP gateway router1. After completing this activity, you will be able to meet these objectives: 



Configure an SRST reference point in Cisco Unified CallManager and assign it to a device pool







Configure Cisco Unified CallManager fallback on the Cisco IOS gateway to allow phones to register







Configure MGCP-to-H.323 fallback to allow PSTN calls during a fallback operation



Visual Objective The figure illustrates what you will accomplish in this activity.
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Required Resources These are the resources and equipment that are required to complete this activity: 



Cisco Unified CallManager in San Jose







Cisco IOS gateway at the San Jose headquarters site







Physical T1 connection to the PSTN







IP Phones at the San Jose headquarters site







The Cisco Unified CallManager and gateway configuration done in Lab 1-2: Implementing MGCP Gateways.
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Command List The table describes the commands that are used in this activity. SRST Configuration Commands Command



Description



call-manager-fallback



Enters SRST configuration mode



ip source-address ipaddress



Enables the router to receive messages from Cisco IP phones through the specified IP addresses



max-dn value [dual-line] [preference preferenceorder]



Sets the maximum number of DNs or virtual voice ports that are supported by the router and activates the dual-line mode



max-ephones value



Configures the maximum number of Cisco IP phones that are supported by the router



max-conferences value



Sets the maximum number of simultaneous three-party conferences in SRST mode



ccm-manager fallback-mgcp



Activates MGCP fallback



show call-manager-fallback all



Displays the status of the Cisco SRST feature



show ephone



Displays the Cisco IP phones that are registered to the Cisco SRST router



debug ephone register



Debug registration information of Cisco IP phones registered to the Cisco SRST router



Job Aids These job aids are available to help you complete the lab activity. 



Cisco IOS Voice Configuration Library







Cisco Unified CallManager help pages



Task 1: Configure the SRST Reference Point In this task, you will define the San Jose MGCP gateway router1, configured in Lab1-1 of the course, as SRST reference point in the San Jose Cisco Unified CallManager cluster.



Activity Procedure Complete these steps:
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Step 1



Access the Cisco Unified CallManager Administration page of the Cisco Unified CallManager in San Jose and configure the Cisco IOS voice gateway in San Jose to be used as an SRST reference.



Step 2



Assign the new SRST reference the device pool Default.
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Activity Verification You have completed this task when you attain these results: 



On the San Jose IP phones, go to Settings > Device Configuration and verify that the IP address of the MGCP-controlled gateway in San Jose is being displayed as CallManager 3 SRST.



Task 2: Configure CallManager Fallback In this task, you will configure Cisco Unified CallManager fallback on the Cisco IOS gateway in San Jose to allow phones to register.



Activity Procedure Complete this step: Step 1



On the San Jose MGCP gateway router1, configure SRST with these parameters: 



Maximum number of phones: 24







Maximum number of lines: 48







Allow multiple calls per line







Dial plan pattern: 4085551…, four digit extensions







Source address: Fa0/0.P16 IP address



Activity Verification You have completed this task when you attain these results: 



Issuing the show call-manager-fallback all command on the Cisco IOS router in San Jose will display the previously configured source IP address, ephone, and directory number settings.



Task 3: Configure MGCP Fallback In this task, you will configure MGCP-to-H.323 fallback to allow PSTN calls during a fallback operation. That includes all tasks to allow MGCP fallback as well as the necessary dial peers in order to allow PSTN routing during a Cisco Unified CallManager outage.



Activity Procedure Complete these steps: Step 1



Step 2
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Configure a new POTS dial peer using these credentials: 



Destination pattern: 9T







Destination: T1 PRI PSTN trunk







DID



Enable MGCP fallback in case the Cisco Unified CallManager is not available.
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Activity Verification You have completed this task when you attain these results:
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On Cisco Unified CallManager in San Jose, go to the Cisco Unified CallManager serviceability and stop the Cisco Unified CallManager service.







Verify that the IP phones in San Jose reregister to the SRST router. The display of the IP phones should show a system message indicating that SRST is active.







Make sure that calls can be placed from and to the PSTN by using the San Jose IP phones.
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Lab 4-2: Implementing Media Resources Using Cisco IOS Gateway DSPs Complete this lab activity to practice what you learned in the related module.



Activity Objective In this activity, you will configure media resources for Cisco Unified CallManager on the Cisco IOS gateway in San Jose. After completing this activity, you will be able to meet these objectives: 



Configure transcoding and conferencing functionality on a Cisco IOS gateway







Add the media resources to Cisco Unified CallManager



Visual Objective The figure illustrates what you will accomplish in this activity.
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Required Resources These are the resources and equipment that are required to complete this activity: 



Cisco Unified CallManagers in San Jose and Boston







IP phones in San Jose and Boston







Cisco IOS gateway in San Jose
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Command List The table describes the commands that are used in this activity. DSP Commands Command



Description



sccp ccm {ip-address | dns} identifier identifier-number [port port-number] [version version-number]



Defines a Cisco Unified CallManager entity that can be referenced by the identifier



sccp local local-interface



Defines the local interface used for SCCP



sccp



Starts the SCCP process



sccp ccm group groupnumber



Creates a SCCP Cisco Unified CallManager group



associate ccm identifiernumber priority priority



Assigns a Cisco Unified CallManager entity to the group, including a priority (1=high, 4=low)



associate profile profileidentifier register device-name



Assigns a DSP farm profile to the SCCP Cisco Unified CallManager group, and defines the device name that will be configured in Cisco Unified CallManager



bind interface interfacetype interface-number



Binds the SCCP group to a specific interface



voice-card slot



Enters the voice-card configuration mode



dsp services dspfarm



Enables DSP farm services



dspfarm profile profileidentifier {conference | mtp | transcode}



Creates a DSP farm profile for conferencing, MTP, or transcoding



codec codec-type



Specifies the allowed codecs



maximum sessions number



Defines the maximum number of sessions



associate application SCCP



Enables SCCP for the profile



Job Aids These job aids are available to help you complete the lab activity:
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Cisco IOS Voice Configuration Library.







Cisco Unified CallManager help pages
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Task 1: Configure Transcoding and Conferencing Resources on Cisco IOS Gateways In this task, you will configure SCCP providers for conferencing and transcoding on the Cisco IOS voice gateway in San Jose.



Activity Procedure Complete these steps: Step 1



Log on to the Cisco IOS gateway in San Jose and enable the SCCP process. Verify that the SCCP process is up and running.



Step 2



Configure the DSP farm on the gateway.



Step 3



Configure a transcoding DSP farm profile using these parameters:



Step 4







All G.711 and G.729 codecs







Up to two sessions



Configure a conferencing DSP farm profile using these parameters: 



All G.711 and G.729 codecs







Up to one session



Step 5



Configure the FastEthernet interface 0/0 of the gateway to be used as the SCCP interface.



Step 6



Configure the Cisco Unified CallManager in San Jose to be used as the SCCP entity.



Step 7



Configure a new SCCP Cisco Unified CallManager group that contains the new transcoding and conferencing DSP farms. Use these identifiers for registration: 



Transcoding: XCODERrouter1







Conferencing: CFBrouter1



Activity Verification You have completed this task when you attain these results: 



Use the show sccp command to verify the configuration. The SCCP process must be up and running, and the Cisco Unified CallManager in San Jose must be used as the preferred Cisco Unified CallManager.
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Task 2: Configure Media Resources in Cisco Unified CallManager In this task, you will add Cisco IOS media resources to the Cisco Unified CallManager in San Jose and use them for software and hardware conferences.



Activity Procedure Complete these steps: Step 1



Log on to the Cisco Unified CallManager in Boston and change the codec for the default region to G.729.



Step 2



Log on to the Cisco Unified CallManager in San Jose and add the transcoding device configured in Task 1: Configure Transcoding and Conferencing Resources on Cisco IOS Gateways as the transcoder.



Step 3



Make sure that the Cisco Unified CallManager transcoder is up and running on the system.



Step 4



Add the conferencing device configured in Task 1: Configure Transcoding and Conferencing Resources on Cisco IOS Gateways as IOS-based Conference Bridge.



Step 5



Make sure that the Cisco Unified CallManager software conference bridge is up and running on the system.



Step 6



Create a new media resource group named SJC-SWConf and add the Cisco Unified CallManager software conference bridge and the transcoder XCODERroutrer1 to it.



Step 7



Create another new media resource group named SJC-HWConf and add the hardware conference bridge CFBrouter1 to it.



Step 8



Create a new media resource group list named SJC-MRGL and add the media resource group SJC-SWConf to it.



Step 9



Assign the new media resource group list to the device pool default.



Step 10



Add ICT’s and modify the dial plan at San Jose and Boston to route calls between these sites via ICT instead of the QSIG connection.



Step 11



After verifying the correct operation of the media resources, change the media resource group used in the media resource group list SJC-MRGL to SJC-HWConf.



Activity Verification You have completed this task when you attain these results:
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To verify proper operation of the transcoders, ensure that the media resource group SJCSWConf is used and initiate a conference between the two phones in San Jose and one of the Boston phones via the IP network. The transcoder on the Cisco IOS gateway in San Jose should transcode the G.729 audio stream from Boston and allow conferencing using the G.711-only software conference bridge on the Cisco Unified CallManager.







To verify proper operation of the hardware conference bridge, ensure that the media resource group SJC-HWConf is used and initiate a conference between the two phones in San Jose and one of the Boston phones via the IP network. The hardware conference between San Jose G.711 and Boston G.729 should work without an extra transcoder.
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Lab 4-3: Implementing Call Applications on Cisco IOS Gateways Complete this lab activity to practice what you learned in the related module.



Activity Objective In this activity, you will implement an Auto Attendant call application on a Cisco IOS gateway. After completing this activity, you will be able to meet this objective: 



Configure the sample Auto Attendant call application to handle inbound PSTN calls



Visual Objective The figure illustrates what you will accomplish in this activity.
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Required Resources These are the resources and equipment that are required to complete this activity: 



Cisco IOS gateway router4 in Denver with configured inbound PSTN routing







Phones in Denver







PSTN phone
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Command List The tables describe the commands that are used in this activity. Service Definition Commands Command



Description



application



To enter the application configuration mode, use the global application command.



service service-name service-location



To define a new application and enter the service configuration mode, use the service command. Specify a meaningful name using the service-name option, and the location of the Tcl script using the service-location option.



Parameter Definition Commands Command



Description



param parameter value



To specify a parameter for a defined service, use the param command in service configuration mode. The parameter option defines the parameter. and the value option assigns a value to it.



paramspace language {location location|language language|index index}



Some parameters are grouped together using the paramspace command. One example is the paramspace language command, which specifies language settings for an application.



Service Association Commands Command



Description



service service-name [out-bound]



To associate a call application with an inbound dial peer, use the service command in dial-peer configuration mode. If the application should be used for outbound dial peers, use the outbound option. Applications handling inbound calls should be associated with POTS dial peers, whereas applications handling outbound calls should be bound to VoIP dial peers.



Job Aids This job aid is available to help you complete the lab activity: 
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Task 1: Configure the Auto Attendant Application Activity Procedure Complete these steps: Step 1



On the Denver Cisco Unified CallManager Express router4, verify that the flash contains the Auto Attendant script. Your flash should look like this: router4#sh flash CompactFlash directory: File



Length



Name/status



1



42484



en_dest_busy.au



2



26376



en_dest_unreachable.au



3



14352



en_disconnect.au



4



19512



en_enter_dest.au



5



17167



en_reenter_dest.au



6



17486



en_welcome.au



7



6627



its-CISCO.2.0.1.0.tcl



8



3106



its_Cisco.2.0.1.0.ReadMe



Step 2



On the Denver Cisco Unified CallManager Express router 4, create the application aa using the Auto Attendant script contained in the router flash.



Step 3



Define these parameters: 



Parameter operator: 4002







Parameter Auto Attendant pilot: 4000







Parameter space English: language en, index 0, location flash:, prefix en



Activity Verification You have completed this task when you attain these results: 



The Auto Attendant application is correctly configured.
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Task 2: Associate the Auto Attendant Application with a Dial Peer Activity Procedure Complete these steps: Step 1



On the Denver Cisco Unified CallManager Express router4, remove any existing connection plar statement from voice port 0/0/0.



Step 2



Associate the inbound Auto Attendant application with dial peer 9.



Activity Verification You have completed this task when you attain these results:
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PSTN calls to 3035554000 are answered by the Auto Attendant.







Phone 3-1 and phone 3-2 are reachable via the Auto Attendant.







If 0 is dialed when connected with the Auto Attendant, the call is forwarded to phone 3-2.
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Lab 5-1: Implementing Basic Gatekeeper Functionality Complete this lab activity to practice what you learned in the related module.



Activity Objective In this activity, you will configure the San Jose gatekeeper GK as a gatekeeper controlling two zones: SJC and CHI. Call routing between San Jose and Chicago will be done via the gatekeeper. After completing this activity, you will be able to meet these objectives: 



Configure an H.323 gatekeeper at San Jose to support multiple local zones







Register Cisco Unified CallManager and gateways at the gatekeeper







Test the gatekeeper configuration, the Cisco Unified CallManager, and gateway registration



Visual Objective The figure illustrates what you will accomplish in this activity.
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Required Resources These are the resources and equipment that are required to complete this activity: 



San Jose Cisco Unified CallManager cluster







Chicago Cisco Unified CallManager Express router3







San Jose gatekeeper GK







San Jose IP phones







Chicago IP phones



Command List The tables describe the commands that are used in this activity. Gatekeeper Configuration Commands Command



Description



gatekeeper



To enter gatekeeper configuration mode, use the gatekeeper command in global configuration mode.



zone local zone-name domain-name [ras-IPaddress]



Specifies a zone controlled by a gatekeeper with these arguments: 



gatekeeper-name: Specifies the gatekeeper name or zone name. This is usually the fully domain-qualified host name of the gatekeeper. For example, if the domain name is cisco.com, the gatekeeper name might be gk1.cisco.com. However, if the gatekeeper is controlling multiple zones, the gatekeeper name for each zone should be some unique string that has a mnemonic value.







domain-name: Specifies the domain name served by this gatekeeper.







ras-IP-address: (Optional) Specifies the IP address of one of the interfaces on the gatekeeper. When the gatekeeper responds to gatekeeper discovery messages, it signals the endpoint or gateway to use this address in future communications.



Note: Setting this address for one local zone makes it the address used for all local zones.



no shutdown
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Brings the gatekeeper online.
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Router(config-gk)# zone prefix gatekeeper-name e164-prefix [blast | seq] [gw-priority priority gwalias [gw-alias, ...]]



Adds a prefix to the gatekeeper zone list with these keywords and arguments: 



gatekeeper-name: Specifies the name of a local or remote gatekeeper, which must have been defined by using the zone local or zone remote command.







e164-prefix: Specifies an E.164 prefix in standard form followed by dots (.). Each dot represents a number in the E.164 address. For example, 212....... is matched by 212 and any 7 numbers.



Note: Although the preferred configuration method is to use a dot to represent each digit in an E.164 address, you can also enter an asterisk (*) to match any number of digits. 



blast: (Optional) If you list multiple hopoffs, this indicates that the LRQs should be sent simultaneously to the gatekeepers based on the order in which they were listed. The default is seq.







seq: (Optional) If you list multiple hopoffs, this indicates that the LRQs should be sent sequentially to the gatekeepers based on the order in which they were listed. The default is seq.







gw-priority priority gw-alias: (Optional) Use the gwpriority option to define how the gatekeeper selects gateways in its local zone for calls to numbers that begin with e164-prefix. Do not use this option to set priority levels for a prefix assigned to a remote gatekeeper.



Use values from 0 to 10. A 0 value prevents the gatekeeper from using the gateway gw-alias for that prefix. Value 10 places the highest priority on gateway gw-alias. If you do not specify a priority value for a gateway, the value 5 is assigned. To assign the same priority value for one prefix to multiple gateways, list all the gateway names after the pri-0-to-10 value. The gw-alias name is the H.323 ID of a gateway that is registered or will register with the gatekeeper. This name is set on the gateway with the h323-gateway voip h.323-id command.



Router(config-gk)# gwtype-prefix type-prefix [hopoff gkid1] [hopoff gkid2] [hopoff gkidn] [seq | blast] [defaulttechnology] [gw ipaddr ipaddr [port]]
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Adds a technology prefix to the gatekeeper configuration list with these keywords and arguments: 



type-prefix: A technology prefix is recognized and is stripped before checking for the zone prefix. It is strongly recommended that you select technology prefixes that do not lead to ambiguity with zone prefixes. Do this by using the # character to terminate technology prefixes, such as 3#..







hopoff gkid: (Optional) Use this option to specify the gatekeeper where the call is to hop off, regardless of the zone prefix in the destination address. The gkid argument refers to a gatekeeper previously configured using the zone local or zone remote comment. You can enter this keyword and argument multiple times to configure redundant gatekeepers for a given technology prefix.







blast: (Optional) If you list multiple hopoffs, this indicates that the location requests (LRQs) should be sent simultaneously to the gatekeepers based on the
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order in which they were listed. The default is seq. 



seq: (Optional) If you list multiple hopoffs, this indicates that the LRQs should be sent sequentially to the gatekeepers based on the order in which they were listed. The default is seq.







default-technology : (Optional) Gateways registering with this prefix option are used as the default for routing any addresses that are otherwise unresolved.







gw ipaddr ipaddr [port]: (Optional) Use this option to indicate that the gateway is incapable of registering technology prefixes. When it registers, it adds the gateway to the group for this type prefix, just as if it had sent the technology prefix in its registration. This parameter can be repeated to associate more than one gateway with a technology prefix.



show gatekeeper calls



To display the status of each ongoing call of which a gatekeeper is aware, use the show gatekeeper calls command in privileged EXEC mode.



show gatekeeper status



To display the overall gatekeeper status, including the authorization and authentication status and zone status, use the show gatekeeper status command in EXEC mode.



show gatekeeper endpoints



To display the status of all registered endpoints for a gatekeeper, use the show gatekeeper endpoints command in privileged EXEC mode.



show gatekeeper gw-typeprefix



To display the gateway technology prefix table, use the show gatekeeper gw-type-prefix command in privileged EXEC mode.



show gatekeeper zone prefix [all]



To display the zone prefix table, use the show gatekeeper zone prefix command in privileged EXEC mode.



show gatekeeper zone status



To display the status of zones related to a gatekeeper, use the show gatekeeper zone status command in privileged EXEC mode.



Gateway Configuration Commands Command



Description



gateway



Enters gateway configuration mode and enables the gateway to register with the gatekeeper.



Example:



Router(config)# gateway
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h323-gateway voip interface



Identifies this as a VoIP gateway interface.



h323-gateway voip id gatekeeper-id {ipaddr ipaddress [port]| multicast} [priority priority]



(Optional) Defines the name and location of the gatekeeper for this gateway with these keywords and arguments: 



gatekeeper-id: H.323 identification of the gatekeeper. Must exactly match the gatekeeper ID in the gatekeeper configuration. Recommended format: name.domainname.







ipaddr ip-address: IP address to be used to identify the gatekeeper.







port: Port number used.







multicast: Gateway uses multicast to locate the gatekeeper.
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h323-gateway voip h323-id interface-id



priority priority: Priority of this gatekeeper. The acceptable range is 1 to 127, and the default is 127.



(Optional) Defines the H.323 name of the gateway, identifying this gateway to its associated gatekeeper. Usually this ID is the name of the gateway, with the gatekeeper domain name appended to the end like this: name@domainname.



h323-gateway voip techprefix prefix



(Optional) Defines the numbers used as the technology prefix that the gateway registers with the gatekeeper. This command can contain up to 11 characters. Although it is not strictly necessary, a pound symbol (#) is frequently used as the last digit in a prefix. Valid characters are 0 to 9, #, and *.



session target ras



RAS signaling function protocol is being used, meaning that a gatekeeper is consulted to translate the E.164 address into an IP address.



Job Aids There are no job aids for this activity.



Task 1: Configure Local Zones at the San Jose Gatekeeper Configure two local zones, SanJose and Chicago, on the San Jose site gatekeeper. Configure appropriate dial-plan information for the gatekeeper to resolve calls between sites SanJose and Chicago.



Activity Procedure Complete these steps: Step 1



Step 2



On the San Jose gatekeeper GK, configure a gatekeeper using these parameters: 



Local zone SJC, domain cisco.com, IP address of the LAN interface







Local zone CHI, domain cisco.com, IP address of the LAN interface



Enable the gatekeeper process on GK.



Activity Verification You have completed this task when you attain these results: 



The GK gatekeeper is up and running with two local zones: SanJose and Chicago.
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Task 2: Configure Technology and Zone Prefixes In this task, you will configure technology prefixes and interzone routing on the San Jose gatekeeper. Call routing will use the site extension range. For example, any call starting with 1 should be routed to the SJC zone, and any call starting with 3 should be routed to the CHI zone.



Activity Procedure Complete these steps: Step 1



On the San Jose gatekeeper GK, configure the zone prefix for the SJC zone. Any call to a San Jose extension starting with 1 should be routed to this zone.



Step 2



Configure the zone prefix for the CHI zone. Any call to a Chicago extension starting with 3 should be routed to this zone.



Step 3



Configure a default gateway technology prefix of 1#.



Activity Verification You have completed this task when you attain these results: 



The zone prefixes for the SJC and CHI zones are configured correctly







The default technology prefix is 1#.



Task 3: Register Cisco Unified CallManager at the Gatekeeper In this task, you will register the San Jose Cisco Unified CallManager cluster with the San Jose gatekeeper. The San Jose Cisco Unified CallManager cluster should register with the SJC zone and a technology prefix of 1#.



Activity Procedure Complete these steps:
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Step 1



On the San Jose Cisco Unified CallManager cluster, add a new gatekeeper. Use the LAN IP address of the San Jose gatekeeper GK.



Step 2



Create a new gatekeeper-controlled intercluster trunk. Use the previously configure gatekeeper and ensure that the trunk is registered in zone SJC and with the technology prefix 1#.



Step 3



Change the existing route pattern 3XXX, which points directly to the Chicago Cisco Unified CallManager Express router3, to point to the new gatekeeper-controlled intercluster trunk.



Step 4



Remove the old non-gatekeeper-controlled ICT pointing to the Chicago Cisco Unified CallManager Express router3.



Step 5



On the San Jose gatekeeper GK, verify that the San Jose Cisco Unified CallManager cluster has registered.



Step 6



Reconfigure the gatekeeper zone prefixes to send calls first to Site1CM1, and then to Site1CM2.
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Activity Verification You have completed this task when you attain these results: 



The San Jose Cisco Unified CallManager cluster is registered with the zone SJC and technology prefix 1#.







The gatekeeper is configured with Site1CM1 having higher priority than Site1CM2 for calls sent to IP phones in San Jose.



Task 4: Register Gateways at the Gatekeeper Configure the gateway in Chicago in order to register it with the gatekeeper in San Jose.



Activity Procedure Complete these steps: Step 1



On the Chicago Cisco Unified CallManager Express router3, configure the H.323 gateway process. The gateway should register with zone CHI and technology prefix 1#. Use the LAN interface as the H.323 source interface and ensure that you configure a proper H.323 gateway ID.



Step 2



Reconfigure the existing VoIP dial peers that point to San Jose. Instead of routing directly to the San Jose Cisco Unified CallManager cluster, the call should be routed to the San Jose gatekeeper GK. Remove the redundant second VoIP dial peer.



Step 3



Ensure that the Chicago Cisco Unified CallManager Express router3 does not register any ephone-dn with the gatekeeper.



Activity Verification You have completed this task when you attain these results: 



The gateway is registered at the gatekeeper with a technology prefix of 1#.







Calls between the San Jose Cisco Unified CallManager cluster and the Chicago Cisco Unified CallManager Express router3 are possible via the gatekeeper.
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Lab 5-2: Implementing Gatekeeper-Based CAC Complete this lab activity to practice what you learned in the related module.



Activity Objective In this activity, you will configure the San Jose gatekeeper to use CAC between the zones SJC and CHI. After completing this activity, you will be able to meet these objectives: 



Calculate bandwidth requirements for gatekeeper CAC







Configure and test gatekeeper bandwidth configuration







Configure RAI so that gatekeeper and gateways communicate with each other



Visual Objective The figure illustrates what you will accomplish in this activity.



Visual Objective for Lab 5-2: Implementing Gatekeeper-Based CAC San Jose 4085551XXX



T1 QSIG Site2CM2



Site1CM2



IP WAN



GK



Router2 (H.323)



Router1 (MGCP/SRST)



T1 CAS



T1 PRI Phone1-1 1001



Boston 8575552XXX



Site2CM1



Site1CM1



Phone1-2 1002



Phone2-1 2001



Configure CAC on the gatekeeper.



Chicago 3125553XXX



T1 PRI



PSTN



Phone2-2 2002



Denver 3035554000



FXO/FXS Router4 (CME)



Router3 (CME) E&M Phone3-1 3001



Phone3-2 3002



GK = Gatekeeper
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Required Resources These are the resources and equipment that are required to complete this activity:
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San Jose Cisco Unified CallManager cluster







San Jose gatekeeper GK set up for call routing between San Jose and Chicago







Chicago Cisco Unified CallManager Express router3







San Jose IP phones







Chicago IP phones
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Command List The tables describe the commands that are used in this activity. Gatekeeper Configuration Commands Command



Description



bandwidth {interzone | total | session} {default | zone zone-name} bandwidth-size



To specify the maximum aggregate bandwidth for H.323 traffic and verify the available bandwidth of the destination gatekeeper, use the bandwidth command in gatekeeper configuration mode. To disable maximum aggregate bandwidth, use the no form of this command. These are the keywords and arguments for this command: 



interzone: Total amount of bandwidth for H.323 traffic from the zone to any other zone







total: Total amount of bandwidth for H.323 traffic allowed in the zone







session: Maximum bandwidth allowed for a session in the zone







default: Default value for all zones







zone: A particular zone







zone-name: Name of the particular zone







bandwidth-size: Maximum bandwidth, in kbps



For interzone and total, the range is from 1 to 10,000,000. For session, the range is from 1 to 5000.



show gatekeeper calls



To display the status of each ongoing call of which a gatekeeper is aware, use the show gatekeeper calls command in privileged EXEC mode.



show gatekeeper status



To display the overall gatekeeper status, including the authorization and authentication status and zone status, use the show gatekeeper status command in EXEC mode.



show gatekeeper endpoints



To display the status of all registered endpoints for a gatekeeper, use the show gatekeeper endpoints command in privileged EXEC mode.



show gatekeeper gw-typeprefix



To display the gateway technology prefix table, use the show gatekeeper gw-type-prefix command in privileged EXEC mode.



show gatekeeper zone prefix [all]



To display the zone prefix table, use the show gatekeeper zone prefix command in privileged EXEC mode.



show gatekeeper zone status



To display the status of zones related to a gatekeeper, use the show gatekeeper zone status command in privileged EXEC mode.
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Gateway Configuration Commands Command



Description



resource threshold [all] [high percentage-value] [low percentage-value]



To configure a gateway to report H.323 resource availability to its gatekeeper, use the resource threshold command in gateway configuration mode. To disable gateway resource-level reporting, use the no form of this command. These are the keywords and arguments for this command:



show call resource voice threshold







all: (Optional) High- and low-parameter settings are applied to all monitored H.323 resources. This is the default condition.







high percentage-value: (Optional) Resource utilization level that triggers a RAI message that indicates that H.323 resource use is high. Enter a number between 1 and 100 that represents the high-resource utilization percentage. A value of 100 specifies high-resource usage when any H.323 resource is unavailable. The default is 90 percent.







low percentage-value: (Optional) Resource utilization level that triggers an RAI message that indicates H.323 resource usage has dropped below the highusage level. Enter a number between 1 and 100 that represents the acceptable resource utilization percentage. After the gateway sends a high-utilization message, it waits to send the resource recovery message until the resource use drops below the value defined by the low parameter. The default is 90 percent.



To display the threshold configuration settings and status for an H.323 gateway, use the show call resource voice threshold command in privileged EXEC mode



Job Aids There are no job aids for this activity.



Task 1: Calculate Bandwidth Requirements Calculate the bandwidth requirements for 1 x G.711 from the San Jose site to the Chicago site.



Activity Procedure Complete this step: Step 1



Calculate the bandwidth for the 1 x G.711 call.



Activity Verification You have completed this task when you attain these results: 
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You have calculated the correct bandwidth for 1 x G.711 call in a H.323 gatekeeper network.
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Task 2: Configure Zone Bandwidth Configure the correct zone bandwidth for calls from the San Jose zone to the Chicago zone.



Activity Procedure Complete this step: Step 1



On the San Jose gatekeeper GK, configure the interzone bandwidth for one G.711 call for the SJC zone and the CHI zone.



Activity Verification You have completed this task when you attain these results: 



The correct bandwidth is configured on the gatekeeper. Create a call from any phone in San Jose to a phone in Chicago. Use the debug h225 asn1 and the show gatekeeper status commands to verify correct bandwidth operation.







Place a second call between from Chicago to San Jose. The call should be rejected and routed over the PSTN.
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Lab 5-3: Configuring Remote Zones Complete this lab activity to practice what you learned in the related module.



Activity Objective In this activity, you will configure the Boston H.323 gateway router2 to also provide gatekeeper functionality for Boston. The Boston Cisco Unified CallManager cluster will register with the gatekeeper in Boston. Calls will then be routed between the two gatekeepers. After completing this activity, you will be able to meet these objectives: 



Configure remote zones on the gatekeeper







Configure remote zone prefixes that point to another gatekeeper in the network



Visual Objective The figure illustrates what you will accomplish in this activity.



Visual Objective for Lab 5-3: Configuring Remote Zones San Jose 4085551XXX
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Required Resources These are the resources and equipment that are required to complete this activity:        66



San Jose Cisco Unified CallManager cluster registered with the San Jose gatekeeper GK. Chicago Cisco Unified CallManager Express router3 registered with the San Jose gatekeeper GK Boston H.323 gateway router2 Boston Cisco Unified CallManager cluster San Jose IP phones Chicago IP phones Boston IP phones
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Command List The tables describe the commands that are used in this activity. Gatekeeper Configuration Commands Command



Description



gatekeeper



To enter gatekeeper configuration mode, use the gatekeeper command in global configuration mode.



zone local zone-name domain-name [ras-IPaddress]



Specifies a zone controlled by a gatekeeper with these arguments: 



gatekeeper-name: Specifies the gatekeeper name or zone name. This is usually the fully domain-qualified host name of the gatekeeper. For example, if the domain name is cisco.com, the gatekeeper name might be gk1.cisco.com. However, if the gatekeeper is controlling multiple zones, the gatekeeper name for each zone should be some unique string that has a mnemonic value.







domain-name: Specifies the domain name served by this gatekeeper.







ras-IP-address: (Optional) Specifies the IP address of one of the interfaces on the gatekeeper. When the gatekeeper responds to gatekeeper discovery messages, it signals the endpoint or gateway to use this address in future communications.



Note: Setting this address for one local zone makes it the address used for all local zones.



zone remote othergatekeeper-name otherdomain-name othergatekeeper-ip-address [port-number] [cost costvalue [priority priorityvalue]] [foreign-domain] [invia inbound-gatekeeper] | [outvia outboundgatekeeper]



Use the zone remote command in gatekeeper configuration mode to statically specify a remote zone if DNS is unavailable or undesirable. Use the no form of this command to remove the remote zone.



no shutdown



Brings the gatekeeper online.



Router(config-gk)# zone prefix gatekeeper-name e164-prefix [blast | seq] [gw-priority priority gwalias [gw-alias, ...]]



Adds a prefix to the gatekeeper zone list with these keywords and arguments: 



gatekeeper-name: Specifies the name of a local or remote gatekeeper, which must have been defined by using the zone local or zone remote command.







e164-prefix: Specifies an E.164 prefix in standard form followed by dots (.). Each dot represents a number in the E.164 address. For example, 212....... is matched by 212 and any 7 numbers.



Note: Although the preferred configuration method is to use a dot to represent each digit in an E.164 address, you can also enter an asterisk (*) to match any number of digits. 
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seq: (Optional) If you list multiple hopoffs, this indicates that the LRQs should be sent sequentially to the gatekeepers based on the order in which they were listed. The default is seq.







gw-priority priority gw-alias: (Optional) Use the gwpriority option to define how the gatekeeper selects gateways in its local zone for calls to numbers that begin with the e164-prefix. Do not use this option to set priority levels for a prefix assigned to a remote gatekeeper.



Use values from 0 to 10. A 0 value prevents the gatekeeper from using the gateway gw-alias for that prefix. Value 10 places the highest priority on gateway gw-alias. If you do not specify a priority value for a gateway, the value 5 is assigned. To assign the same priority value for one prefix to multiple gateways, list all the gateway names after the pri-0-to-10 value. The gw-alias name is the H.323 ID of a gateway that is registered or will register with the gatekeeper. This name is set on the gateway with the h323-gateway voip h.323-id command.



Router(config-gk)# gwtype-prefix type-prefix [hopoff gkid1] [hopoff gkid2] [hopoff gkidn] [seq | blast] [defaulttechnology] [gw ipaddr ipaddr [port]]



show gatekeeper calls
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Adds technology prefix to the gatekeeper configuration list with these keywords and arguments: 



type-prefix: A technology prefix is recognized and is stripped before checking for the zone prefix. It is strongly recommended that you select technology prefixes that do not lead to ambiguity with zone prefixes. Do this by using the # character to terminate technology prefixes, such as 3#..







hopoff gkid: (Optional) Use this option to specify the gatekeeper where the call is to hop off, regardless of the zone prefix in the destination address. The gkid argument refers to a gatekeeper previously configured using the zone local or zone remote comment. You can enter this keyword and argument multiple times to configure redundant gatekeepers for a given technology prefix.







blast: (Optional) If you list multiple hopoffs, this indicates that the LRQs should be sent simultaneously to the gatekeepers based on the order in which they were listed. The default is seq.







seq: (Optional) If you list multiple hopoffs, this indicates that the LRQs should be sent sequentially to the gatekeepers based on the order in which they were listed. The default is seq.







default-technology : (Optional) Gateways registering with this prefix option are used as the default for routing any addresses that are otherwise unresolved.







gw ipaddr ipaddr [port]: (Optional) Use this option to indicate that the gateway is incapable of registering technology prefixes. When it registers, it adds the gateway to the group for this type prefix, just as if it had sent the technology prefix in its registration. This parameter can be repeated to associate more than one gateway with a technology prefix.



To display the status of each ongoing call of which a gatekeeper is aware, use the show gatekeeper calls command in privileged EXEC mode.
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show gatekeeper status



To display overall gatekeeper status, including authorization and authentication status and zone status, use the show gatekeeper status command in EXEC mode.



show gatekeeper endpoints



To display the status of all registered endpoints for a gatekeeper, use the show gatekeeper endpoints command in privileged EXEC mode.



show gatekeeper gw-typeprefix



To display the gateway technology prefix table, use the show gatekeeper gw-type-prefix command in privileged EXEC mode.



show gatekeeper zone prefix [all]



To display the zone prefix table, use the show gatekeeper zone prefix command in privileged EXEC mode.



show gatekeeper zone status



To display the status of zones related to a gatekeeper, use the show gatekeeper zone status command in privileged EXEC mode.



Gateway Configuration Commands Command



Description



gateway



Enters gateway configuration mode and enables the gateway to register with the gatekeeper.



h323-gateway voip interface



Identifies this as a VoIP gateway interface.



h323-gateway voip id gatekeeper-id {ipaddr ipaddress [port]| multicast} [priority priority]



(Optional) Defines the name and location of the gatekeeper for this gateway with these keywords and arguments: 



gatekeeper-id: The H.323 identification of the gatekeeper. This must exactly match the gatekeeper ID in the gatekeeper configuration. The recommended format is name.domainname.







ipaddr ip-address: The IP address to be used to identify the gatekeeper.







port: The port number used.







multicast: The gateway uses multicast to locate the gatekeeper.







priority priority: The priority of this gatekeeper. The acceptable range is 1 to 127, and the default is 127.



Example:



Router(config-if)# h323gateway voip id gk3.gg-dn1 ipaddr 172.18.0.0 1719



h323-gateway voip h323-id interface-id



(Optional) Defines the H.323 name of the gateway, identifying this gateway to its associated gatekeeper. Usually this ID is the name of the gateway, with the gatekeeper domain name appended to the end like this: name@domainname.



h323-gateway voip techprefix prefix



(Optional) Defines the numbers used as the technology prefix that the gateway registers with the gatekeeper/ This command can contain up to 11 characters. Although it is not strictly necessary, a pound symbol (#) is frequently used as the last digit in a prefix. Valid characters are 0 to 9, #, and *.



session target ras
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Job Aids There are no job aids for this activity.



Task 1: Configure the Gatekeeper in Boston In this task, you will configure Boston H.323 gateway router2 as a gatekeeper, in addition to its H.323 gateway functionality.



Activity Procedure Complete these steps: Step 1



On the Boston H.323 gateway router2, configure a gatekeeper with these parameters.  Local zone BOS, domain cisco.com, IP address of the WAN interface



Step 2



Specify a default technology prefix of 1#.



Step 3



Route all calls starting with 2 to the BOS zone.



Step 4



Enable the gatekeeper process on GK.



Activity Verification You have completed this task when you attain these results: 



The Boston H.323 gateway router2 is configured as a gatekeeper with a local zone BOS.



Task 2: Register Cisco Unified CallManager at the Gatekeeper In this task, you will register the Boston Cisco Unified CallManager cluster with the Boston gatekeeper running on Boston H.323 gateway router2. The Boston Cisco Unified CallManager cluster should register with the BOS zone and a technology prefix of 1#.



Activity Procedure Complete these steps:
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Step 1



On the Boston Cisco Unified CallManager cluster, add a new gatekeeper. Use the WAN IP address of the Boston gatekeeper running on the Boston H.323 gateway router2.



Step 2



Create a new gatekeeper-controlled intercluster trunk. Use the previously configured gatekeeper and ensure that the trunk is registered in zone BOS and with technology prefix 1#.



Step 3



Change the existing route pattern 1XXX to point to the new gatekeeper-controlled intercluster trunk.



Step 4



Configure a new route pattern 3XXX, to point to the new gatekeeper-controlled intercluster trunk.



Step 5



On the Boston H.323 gateway router2, verify that the Boston Cisco Unified CallManager cluster has registered.



Step 6



Reconfigure the gatekeeper zone prefixes to send calls first to Site2CM1, and then to Site2CM2.
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Activity Verification You have completed this task when you attain these results: 



The Boston Cisco Unified CallManager cluster is registered with the BOS zone and technology prefix 1#.







Calls to the BOS zone are first routed to Site2CM1, and then to Site2CM2.



Task 3: Configure Remote Zone Routing In this task, you will configure remote zone routing between the gatekeeper in San Jose and Boston. This will allow intercluster calls and calls between Chicago and Boston via the gatekeepers.



Activity Procedure Complete these steps: Step 1



On the San Jose gatekeeper GK, configure a remote zone, BOS, that points to the Boston gatekeeper. Ensure that all calls to Boston starting with 2 are sent to this zone.



Step 2



On the Boston H.323 gateway router2, configure a remote zone, SJC, that points to the San Jose gatekeeper GK. Ensure that calls to San Jose are routed to this SJC zone.



Step 3



On the Boston H.323 gateway router2, configure a remote zone, CHI, that points to the San Jose gatekeeper GK. Ensure that calls to Chicago are routed to this CHI zone.



Step 4



On the San Jose Cisco Unified CallManager cluster, reconfigure the route pattern 2XXX to point to the gatekeeper-controlled intercluster trunk.



Step 5



On the Chicago Cisco Unified CallManager Express router3, create a new VoIP dial peer that routes calls to Boston via the gatekeeper using G.711 mu-law. No PSTN fallback is required.



Activity Verification You have completed this task when you attain these results: 



Calls between San Jose, Boston, and Chicago are working.
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Lab 5-4: Implementing Gatekeeper Redundancy Complete this lab activity to practice what you learned in the related module.



Activity Objective In this activity, you will configure a redundant GUP cluster in San Jose. The cluster will use the already-configured San Jose gatekeeper GK and another gatekeeper configured on the San Jose MGCP gateway router1. After completing this activity, you will be able to meet this objective: 



Configure a GUP cluster and verify correct operation



Required Resources These are the resources and equipment that are required to complete this activity:
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San Jose Cisco Unified CallManager cluster







San Jose gatekeeper GK







San Jose MGCP gateway router1







San Jose IP phones







Boston IP phones







Chicago IP phones
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Command List The tables describe the commands that are used in this activity. Gatekeeper Configuration Commands Command



Description



gatekeeper



To enter gatekeeper configuration mode, use the gatekeeper command in global configuration mode.



zone local zone-name domain-name [ras-IPaddress]



Specifies a zone controlled by a gatekeeper with these arguments: 



gatekeeper-name: Specifies the gatekeeper name or zone name. This is usually the fully domain-qualified host name of the gatekeeper. For example, if the domain name is cisco.com, the gatekeeper name might be gk1.cisco.com. However, if the gatekeeper is controlling multiple zones, the gatekeeper name for each zone should be some unique string that has a mnemonic value.







domain-name: Specifies the domain name served by this gatekeeper.







ras-IP-address: (Optional) Specifies the IP address of one of the interfaces on the gatekeeper. When the gatekeeper responds to gatekeeper discovery messages, it signals the endpoint or gateway to use this address in future communications.



Note: Setting this address for one local zone makes it the address used for all local zones.



no shutdown



Brings the gatekeeper online.



Router(config-gk)# zone prefix gatekeeper-name e164-prefix [blast | seq] [gw-priority priority gw-alias [gwalias, ...]]



Adds a prefix to the gatekeeper zone list with these keywords and arguments: 



gatekeeper-name: Specifies the name of a local or remote gatekeeper, which must have been defined by using the zone local or zone remote command.







e164-prefix: Specifies an E.164 prefix in standard form followed by dots (.). Each dot represents a number in the E.164 address. For example, 212....... is matched by 212 and any 7 numbers.



Note: Although the preferred configuration method is to use a dot to represent each digit in an E.164 address, you can also enter an asterisk (*) to match any number of digits. 



blast: (Optional) If you list multiple hopoffs, this indicates that the LRQs should be sent simultaneously to the gatekeepers based on the order in which they were listed. The default is seq.







seq: (Optional) If you list multiple hopoffs, this indicates that the LRQs should be sent sequentially to the gatekeepers based on the order in which they were listed. The default is seq.







gw-priority priority gw-alias: (Optional) Use the gwpriority option to define how the gatekeeper selects gateways in its local zone for calls to numbers that begin with e164-prefix. Do not use this option to set priority levels for a prefix assigned to a remote gatekeeper.



Use values from 0 to 10. A 0 value prevents the gatekeeper © 2006 Cisco Systems, Inc.
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from using the gateway gw-alias for that prefix. Value 10 places the highest priority on gateway gw-alias. If you do not specify a priority value for a gateway, the value 5 is assigned. To assign the same priority value for one prefix to multiple gateways, list all the gateway names after the pri-0-to-10 value. The gw-alias name is the H.323 ID of a gateway that is registered or will register with the gatekeeper. This name is set on the gateway with the h323-gateway voip h.323-id command.



Router(config-gk)# gwtype-prefix type-prefix [hopoff gkid1] [hopoff gkid2] [hopoff gkidn] [seq | blast] [defaulttechnology] [gw ipaddr ipaddr [port]]
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Adds technology prefix to the gatekeeper configuration list with these keywords and arguments: 



type-prefix: A technology prefix is recognized and is stripped before checking for the zone prefix. It is strongly recommended that you select technology prefixes that do not lead to ambiguity with zone prefixes. Do this by using the # character to terminate technology prefixes, such as 3#..







hopoff gkid: (Optional) Use this option to specify the gatekeeper where the call is to hop off, regardless of the zone prefix in the destination address. The gkid argument refers to a gatekeeper previously configured using the zone local or zone remote comment. You can enter this keyword and argument multiple times to configure redundant gatekeepers for a given technology prefix.







blast: (Optional) If you list multiple hopoffs, this indicates that the LRQs should be sent simultaneously to the gatekeepers based on the order in which they were listed. The default is seq.







seq: (Optional) If you list multiple hopoffs, this indicates that the LRQs should be sent sequentially to the gatekeepers based on the order in which they were listed. The default is seq.







default-technology : (Optional) Gateways registering with this prefix option are used as the default for routing any addresses that are otherwise unresolved.







gw ipaddr ipaddr [port]: (Optional) Use this option to indicate that the gateway is incapable of registering technology prefixes. When it registers, it adds the gateway to the group for this type prefix, just as if it had sent the technology prefix in its registration. This parameter can be repeated to associate more than one gateway with a technology prefix.



zone cluster local cluster-name local-zonename



Use the zone cluster local command in gatekeeper configuration mode to define a local grouping of gatekeepers, including the gatekeeper that you are configuring. Use the no form of this command to disable the local grouping of gatekeepers.



element gatekeeper-name ip-address [port]



Use the element command in gatekeeper configuration mode to define component elements of local or remote clusters. Use the no form of this command to disable component elements of local or remote clusters.



show gatekeeper calls



To display the status of each ongoing call of which a gatekeeper is aware, use the show gatekeeper calls command in privileged EXEC mode.



show gatekeeper status



To display the overall gatekeeper status, including the authorization and authentication status and the zone status, use the show gatekeeper status command in EXEC mode.
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show gatekeeper endpoints



To display the status of all registered endpoints for a gatekeeper, use the show gatekeeper endpoints command in privileged EXEC mode.



show gatekeeper gw-typeprefix



To display the gateway technology prefix table, use the show gatekeeper gw-type-prefix command in privileged EXEC mode.



show gatekeeper zone prefix [all]



To display the zone prefix table, use the show gatekeeper zone prefix command in privileged EXEC mode.



show gatekeeper zone status



To display the status of zones related to a gatekeeper, use the show gatekeeper zone status command in privileged EXEC mode.



Gateway Configuration Commands Command



Description



gateway



Enters gateway configuration mode and enables the gateway to register with the gatekeeper.



Example:



Router(config)# gateway h323-gateway voip interface



Identifies this as a VoIP gateway interface.



h323-gateway voip id gatekeeper-id {ipaddr ipaddress [port]| multicast} [priority priority]



(Optional) Defines the name and location of the gatekeeper for this gateway with these keywords and arguments.



h323-gateway voip h323-id interface-id







gatekeeper-id: The H.323 identification of the gatekeeper. This must exactly match the gatekeeper ID in the gatekeeper configuration. The recommended format is name.domainname.







ipaddr ip-address: The IP address to be used to identify the gatekeeper.







port: The port number used.







multicast: The gateway uses multicast to locate the gatekeeper.







priority priority: The priority of this gatekeeper. The acceptable range is 1 to 127, and the default is 127.



(Optional) Defines the H.323 name of the gateway, identifying this gateway to its associated gatekeeper. Usually this ID is the name of the gateway, with the gatekeeper domain name appended to the end like this: name@domainname.



h323-gateway voip techprefix prefix



(Optional) Defines the numbers used as the technology prefix that the gateway registers with the gatekeeper. This command can contain up to 11 characters. Although it is not strictly necessary, a pound symbol (#) is frequently used as the last digit in a prefix. Valid characters are 0 to 9, #, and *.



session target ras



RAS signaling function protocol is being used, meaning that a gatekeeper is consulted to translate the E.164 address into an IP address.



Job Aids There are no job aids for this activity. © 2006 Cisco Systems, Inc.
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Task 1: Configure a GUP Cluster In this task, you will configure a GUP cluster using the San Jose gatekeeper GK and the Boston MGCP gateway router2.



Activity Procedure Complete these steps: Step 1



On the San Jose MGCP gateway router 1, configure the local zones, CH1-router1 and SJC-router1 using the 192.168.P1.254 address as the IP address.



Step 2



On the San Jose router 1, configure a GUP cluster with a local cluster name SJCCluster and the zone SJC-router1. The element for the GUP cluster should be the San Jose gatekeeper router. Name this element SJC.



Step 3



On the San Jose router 1, configure a GUP cluster with a local cluster name CHICluster and the zone CHI-router1. The element for the GUP cluster should be the San Jose gatekeeper router. Name this element CHI.



Step 4



On the San Jose gatekeeper GK, configure a GUP cluster with a local cluster name SJC-Cluster and the zone SJC. The element for the GUP cluster should be the San Jose gateway router1. Name this element SJC-router1.



Step 5



On the San Jose gatekeeper GK, configure a GUP cluster with a local cluster name CHI-Cluster and the zone CHI. The element for the GUP cluster should be the San Jose gateway router1. Name this element CHI-router1.



Step 6



(optional if time) On the Boston router 2, modify the remote zone configuration so that it is pointing to the remote cluster instead.



Activity Verification You have completed this task when you attain these results:
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Use debug gatekeeper gup and show gatekeeper clusters commands to verify your GUP cluster configuration.







Place a call between a phone in the Chicago site and the Denver site Denver. Verify that the GUP is working correctly.
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Lab 6-1: Implementing IP-to-IP Gateways Complete this lab activity to practice what you learned in the related module.



Activity Objective In this activity, you will configure San Jose MGCP gateway router1 to also act as an IP-to-IP gateway. The IP-to-IP gateway will be used for connections to a SIP carrier. After completing this activity, you will be able to meet this objective: 



Configure an IP-to-IP gateway for protocol interworking and address hiding.



Required Resources These are the resources and equipment that are required to complete this activity: 



San Jose Cisco Unified CallManager cluster







Boston Cisco Unified CallManager cluster







San Jose MGCP gateway router1







San Jose gatekeeper GK







Boston H.323 gateway router2, also configured as a gatekeeper
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Command List The table describes the commands that are used in this activity. IPIPGW Configuration Commands Command



Description



allow-connections fromtype to to-type



Enables protocol Interworking on an IP-to-IP gateway.



media [flow-around | flowthrough]



Configures how media streams are handled on an IP-to-IP gateway in dial-peer, voice-class, or voice-service configuration mode.



codec transparent



Enables codec capabilities to be passed transparently between endpoints on an IP-to-IP gateway. This can also be configured in a voice class.



Job Aids There are no job aids for this activity.



Task 1: Configure an IP-to-IP Gateway for Protocol Interworking and Address Hiding In this task, you will configure the San Jose MGCP gateway router1 to also act as an IP-to-IP gateway. Calls to an SIP carrier will travel through the IP-to-IP gateway, with the internal call leg being H.323.



Activity Procedure Complete these steps:
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Step 1



On the San Jose MGCP gateway router1, shut down the gatekeeper process.



Step 2



On the San Jose MGCP gateway router1, enable interworking between H.323 and SIP.



Step 3



Ensure that the LAN interface is used for H.323 signaling.



Step 4



Create a new outbound SIP VoIP dial peer that will route calls to the SIP carrier. 192.168.10.254. The destination pattern should be a 9011T, G.711 mu-law codec.



Step 5



Create a new inbound H.323 VoIP dial peer that will accept calls from the San Jose Cisco Unified CallManager cluster. Use a G.711 mu-law codec and an appropriate incoming called number to ensure this dial peer is matched for inbound calls.



Step 6



Create a new sip-out voice translation profile that will strip off the leading 9011 used for international calls. Bind the profile to the VoIP dial peer pointing to the SIP carrier for outbound calls.



Step 7



On the San Jose Cisco Unified CallManager cluster, add a new H.323 gateway that will point to the San Jose IPIPGW gateway router1.



Step 8



Create a new route pattern 9011!# and specify the IP-to-IP gateway as the destination.
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Activity Verification You have completed this task when you attain these results: 



You can place a call from the San Jose Cisco Unified CallManager cluster to the international PSTN phone. Use the show call active voice brief command to verify H.323to-SIP interworking.
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Answer Key The correct answers and expected solutions for the activities that are described in this guide appear here.



Lab 1-1 Answer Key: Implementing H.323 Gateways When you complete this activity, your configuration will be similar to the results here, with differences that are specific to your device or workgroup.



Cisco IOS Configuration: router2 voice service voip h323 ! interface FastEthernet0/0.P12 ip address 192.168.P2.254 255.255.255.0 h323-gateway voip interface h323-gateway voip bind srcaddr 192.168.P2.254 ! voice class h323 1 h225 timeout tcp establish 3



dial-peer voice 21 voip preference 1 destination-pattern 8575552... voice-class h323 1 session target ipv4:192.168.P2.1 incoming called-number 9 codec g711ulaw ! dial-peer voice 22 voip preference 2 destination-pattern 8575552... voice-class h323 1 session target ipv4:192.168.P2.2 incoming called-number 9
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Cisco Unified CallManager Configuration



Lab 1-2 Answer Key: Implementing MGCP Gateways When you complete this activity, your configuration will be similar to the results here, with differences that are specific to your device or workgroup.



Cisco IOS Configuration: router1 ccm-manager mgcp ccm-manager music-on-hold ccm-manager config server 192.168.P1.1 ccm-manager config ! mgcp mgcp call-agent 192.168.P1.1 2427 service-type mgcp version 0.1 mgcp dtmf-relay voip codec all mode out-of-band mgcp rtp unreachable timeout 1000 action notify mgcp modem passthrough voip mode nse mgcp package-capability rtp-package no mgcp package-capability res-package mgcp package-capability sst-package no mgcp package-capability fxr-package mgcp package-capability pre-package no mgcp timer receive-rtcp mgcp sdp simple mgcp rtp payload-type g726r16 static ! mgcp profile default
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Cisco Unified CallManager Configuration



Lab 1-3 Answer Key: Implementing SIP Gateways When you complete this activity, your configuration will be similar to the results here, with differences that are specific to your device or workgroup.



Cisco IOS Configuration: router4 voice service voip sip ! dial-peer voice 9999 voip destination-pattern 0T session protocol sipv2 session target ipv4:192.168.P10.254



Lab 2-1 Answer Key: Implementing Analog Trunks When you complete this activity, your configuration will be similar to the results here, with differences that are specific to your device or workgroup.



Cisco IOS Configuration: router3 voice-port 0/1/0 type 5 signal wink-start ! dial-peer voice 42 pots preference 2 destination-pattern 4... port 0/1/0
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forward-digits all



Cisco IOS Configuration: router4 voice-port 0/0/0 signal groundStart connection plar opx 4002 ! voice-port 0/1/0 type 5 signal wink-start ! dial-peer voice 90 pots destination-pattern 9T port 0/0/0 ! dial-peer voice 32 pots preference 2 destination-pattern 3... port 0/1/0 forward-digits all



Lab 2-2 Answer Key: Implementing CAS Trunks When you complete this activity, your configuration will be similar to the results here, with differences that are specific to your device or workgroup.



Cisco IOS Configuration: router2 network-clock-participate wic 1 network-clock-select 1 T1 0/1/0 ! isdn switch-type primary-ni ! controller T1 0/1/0 framing esf linecode b8zs ds0-group 0 timeslots 1-24 type e&m-immediate-start dtmf dnis ! dial-peer voice 90 pots destination-pattern 9T direct-inward-dial port 0/1/0:0
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Lab 2-3 Answer Key: Implementing PRI Trunks When you complete this activity, your configuration will be similar to the results here, with differences that are specific to your device or workgroup.



Cisco IOS Configuration: router3 network-clock-participate wic 0 network-clock-select 1 E1 0/0/0 ! isdn switch-type primary-net5 ! controller e1 0/0/0 pri-group timeslots 1-31 ! dial-peer voice 1 pots destination-pattern 9T direct-inward-dial port 0/0/0:15 ! telephony-service dialplan-pattern 1 3125553... extension-length 4



Lab 2-4 Answer Key: Implementing QSIG Trunks When you complete this activity, your configuration will be similar to the results here, with differences that are specific to your device or workgroup.



Cisco IOS Configuration: router2 controller E1 0/0/0 pri-group timeslots 1-31 service mgcp ! interface Serial0/0/0:15 no ip address encapsulation hdlc isdn switch-type primary-qsig isdn incoming-voice voice isdn bind-l3 ccm-manager no cdp enable ! ccm-manager mgcp ccm-manager music-on-hold ccm-manager config server 192.168.P2.1 ccm-manager config 84
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! mgcp mgcp call-agent 192.168.P2.1 2427 service-type mgcp version 0.1 mgcp dtmf-relay voip codec all mode out-of-band mgcp rtp unreachable timeout 1000 action notify mgcp modem passthrough voip mode nse mgcp package-capability rtp-package no mgcp package-capability res-package mgcp package-capability sst-package no mgcp package-capability fxr-package mgcp package-capability pre-package no mgcp timer receive-rtcp mgcp sdp simple mgcp rtp payload-type g726r16 static ! mgcp profile default



Cisco IOS Configuration: router1 controller E1 0/0/1 pri-group timeslots 1-31 service mgcp ! interface Serial0/0/1:15 no ip address encapsulation hdlc isdn switch-type primary-qsig isdn protocol-emulate network isdn incoming-voice voice isdn T310 120000 isdn bind-l3 ccm-manager no cdp enable
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San Jose Cisco Unified CallManager Configuration



Boston Cisco Unified CallManager Configuration
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Lab 3-1 Answer Key: Implementing PSTN Dial Plans on Cisco IOS Gateways When you complete this activity, your configuration will be similar to the results here, with differences that are specific to your device or workgroup.



Cisco IOS Configuration: router2 dial-peer voice 90 pots destination-pattern 9T direct-inward-dial port 0/1/0:0



Cisco IOS Configuration: router3 ! ! voice translation-rule 1000 rule 1 /^312555/ // ! voice translation-rule 1001 rule 1 /^/ /9/ type national national ! voice translation-rule 1003 rule 1 /^3.../ /312555\0/ ! ! voice translation-profile pstn-in translate calling 1001 translate called 1000 ! voice translation-profile pstn-out translate calling 1003 !



voice-port 0/0/0:15 translation-profile incoming pstn-in translation-profile outgoing pstn-out ! dial-peer voice 90 pots destination-pattern 9[2-9]...... incoming called-number 3... direct-inward-dial port 0/0/0:15 © 2006 Cisco Systems, Inc.
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!



dial-peer voice 910 pots destination-pattern 91[2-9]..[2-9]...... port 0/0/0:15 forward-digits 11 ! dial-peer voice 90110 pots destination-pattern 9011T port 0/0/0:15 prefix 011 ! dial-peer voice 911 pots destination-pattern 911 port 0/0/0:15 prefix 911 ! dial-peer voice 9911 pots destination-pattern 9911 port 0/0/0:15 prefix 911 !Cisco



IOS Configuration: router4 dial-peer voice 90 pots destination-pattern 9[2-9]...... port 0/0/0 ! dial-peer voice 910 pots destination-pattern 91[2-9]..[2-9]...... port 0/0/0 forward-digits 11 ! dial-peer voice 90110 pots destination-pattern 9011T port 0/0/0 prefix 011 ! dial-peer voice 911 pots destination-pattern 911 port 0/0/0 forward-digits 3
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! dial-peer voice 9911 pots destination-pattern 9911 port 0/0/0 forward-digits 3



Lab 3-2 Answer Key: Implementing Multisite Dial Plans on Cisco IOS Gateways When you complete this activity, your configuration will be similar to the results here, with differences that are specific to your device or workgroup.



Cisco IOS Configuration: router3 voice class h323 1 h225 timeout tcp establish 3 ! interface FastEthernet0/0 ip address 192.168.P3.254 255.255.255.0 h323-gateway voip bind srcaddr 192.168.P3.254 ! dial-peer voice 10 voip destination-pattern 1... voice-class h323 1 session target ipv4:192.168.P1.1 codec g711ulaw preference 0 ! dial-peer voice 11 voip destination-pattern 1... voice-class h323 1 session target ipv4:192.168.P1.2 codec g711ulaw preference 1 ! dial-peer voice 12 pots preference 2 destination-pattern 1... port 0/0/0:15 forward-digits all prefix 1408555 ! dial-peer voice 40 voip © 2006 Cisco Systems, Inc.
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preference 0 destination-pattern 4... session target ipv4:192.168.P4.254 ! dial-peer voice 41 pots preference 1 destination-pattern 4... port 0/0/0:15 prefix 13035554



Cisco IOS Configuration: router4 interface FastEthernet0/0 ip address 192.168.P4.254 255.255.255.0 duplex auto speed auto h323-gateway voip interface h323-gateway voip bind srcaddr 192.168.P4.254 ! dial-peer voice 30 voip destination-pattern 3... session target ipv4:192.168.3.254 ! dial-peer voice 31 pots preference 1 destination-pattern 3... port 0/0/0 prefix 13125553 !



San Jose Cisco Unified CallManager Configuration
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Lab 3-3 Answer Key: Implementing RSVP-Based CAC When you complete this activity, your configuration will be similar to the results here, with differences that are specific to your device or workgroup.



Cisco IOS Configuration: router3 call rsvp-sync resv-timer 3 ! interface FastEthernet0/1 ip address 192.168.P10.3 255.255.255.0 duplex auto speed auto ip rsvp bandwidth 100 ! dial-peer voice 40 voip destination-pattern 4... session target ipv4:192.168.P4.254 req-qos guaranteed-delay acc-qos guaranteed-delay !



Cisco IOS Configuration: router4 call rsvp-sync resv-timer 3 ! interface FastEthernet0/1 ip address 192.168.P10.4 255.255.255.0 duplex auto speed auto ip rsvp bandwidth 100 ! dial-peer voice 30 voip destination-pattern 3... session target ipv4:192.168.P3.254 req-qos guaranteed-delay acc-qos guaranteed-delay !



Lab 3-4 Answer Key: Implementing Calling Privileges on Cisco IOS Gateways When you complete this activity, your configuration will be similar to the results here, with differences that are specific to your device or workgroup.
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Cisco IOS Configuration: router3 dial-peer cor custom name local name international name national name emergency ! dial-peer cor list emergencycall member emergency ! dial-peer cor list localcall member local ! dial-peer cor list nationalcall member national ! dial-peer cor list internationalcall member international ! dial-peer cor list local member local member emergency ! dial-peer cor list national member local member national member emergency ! dial-peer cor list international member local member international member national member emergency ! dial-peer voice 90 pots corlist outgoing localcall destination-pattern 9[2-9]...... incoming called-number 3... direct-inward-dial port 0/0/0:15
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! dial-peer voice 910 pots corlist outgoing nationalcall destination-pattern 91[2-9]..[2-9]...... port 0/0/0:15 forward-digits 11 ! dial-peer voice 90110 pots corlist outgoing internationalcall destination-pattern 9011T port 0/0/0:15 prefix 011 ! dial-peer voice 911 pots corlist outgoing emergencycall destination-pattern 911 port 0/0/0:15 forward-digits 3 ! dial-peer voice 9911 pots corlist outgoing emergencycall destination-pattern 9911 port 0/0/0:15 forward-digits 3 ! ephone-dn



1



dual-line



number 3001 description 13125553001 name Chicago Phone3-1 corlist incoming international ! ephone-dn



2



dual-line



number 3002 description 13125553002 name Chicago Phone3-2 corlist incoming national !



Lab 4-1 Answer Key: Implementing SRST Gateways When you complete this activity, your configuration will be similar to the results here, with differences that are specific to your device or workgroup. © 2006 Cisco Systems, Inc.
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San Jose Cisco Unified CallManager Configuration
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Cisco IOS Configuration: router1 ccm-manager fallback-mgcp ! dial-peer voice 9 pots destination-pattern 9T direct-inward-dial port 0/0/0:15 ! call-manager-fallback max-conferences 8 gain -6 ip source-address 192.168.P6.254 port 2000 max-ephones 24 max-dn 48 dual-line dialplan-pattern 1 4085551... extension-length 4
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Lab 4-2 Answer Key: Implementing Media Resources Using Cisco IOS Gateway DSPs When you complete this activity, your configuration will be similar to the results here, with differences that are specific to your device or workgroup.



Cisco IOS Configuration: router1 voice-card 0 dspfarm dsp services dspfarm ! sccp local FastEthernet0/0.P11 sccp ccm 192.168.P1.1 identifier 1 sccp ! sccp ccm group 1 bind interface FastEthernet0/0.P11 associate ccm 1 priority 1 associate profile 2 register CFBrouter1 associate profile 1 register XCODERrouter1 ! dspfarm profile 1 transcode codec g711ulaw codec g711alaw codec g729ar8 codec g729abr8 codec g729br8 codec g729r8 maximum sessions 2 associate application SCCP no shutdown !
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dspfarm profile 2 conference codec g711ulaw codec g711alaw codec g729ar8 codec g729abr8 codec g729br8 codec g729r8 maximum sessions 1 associate application SCCP no shutdown
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Lab 4-3 Answer Key: Implementing Call Applications on Cisco IOS Gateways When you complete this activity, your configuration will be similar to the results here, with differences that are specific to your device or workgroup.



Cisco IOS Configuration: router4 application service aa flash:its-CISCO.2.0.1.0.tcl param operator 4002 paramspace english language en paramspace english index 0 paramspace english location flash: paramspace english prefix en param aa-pilot 4000 ! voice-port 0/0/0 signal groundStart ! dial-peer voice 90 pots service aa destination-pattern 9[2-9]...... port 0/0/0
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Lab 5-1 Answer Key: Implementing Basic Gatekeeper Functionality When you complete this activity, your configuration will be similar to the results here, with differences that are specific to your device or workgroup.



Cisco IOS Configuration: Gatekeeper gatekeeper zone local SJC cisco.com 192.168.P1.3 zone local CHI cisco.com zone prefix CHI 3* zone prefix SJC 1* gw-priority 10 GK-ICT_1 zone prefix SJC 1* gw-priority 9 GK-ICT_2 gw-type-prefix 1#* default-technology no shutdown



Cisco IOS Configuration: router3 interface FastEthernet0/0 ip address 192.168.P3.254 255.255.255.0 duplex auto speed auto h323-gateway voip interface h323-gateway voip id CHI ipaddr 192.168.P1.3 1719 h323-gateway voip h323-id CHI-CME h323-gateway voip tech-prefix 1# h323-gateway voip bind srcaddr 192.168.P3.254 ! gateway ! dial-peer voice 10 voip destination-pattern 1... session target ras ! dial-peer voice 11 voip destination-pattern 1... session target ras ! telephony-service dialplan-pattern 1 3125553... extension-length 4 no-reg ! ! ephone-dn 100



1



dual-line
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number 3001 no-reg both ! ephone-dn



2



dual-line



number 3002 no-reg both
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Lab 5-2 Answer Key: Implementing Gatekeeper-Based CAC When you complete this activity, your configuration will be similar to the results here, with differences that are specific to your device or workgroup.



Cisco IOS Configuration: Gatekeeper gatekeeper bandwidth interzone zone SJC 128 bandwidth interzone zone CHI 128 no shutdown



Lab 5-3 Answer Key: Configuring Remote Zones When you complete this activity, your configuration will be similar to the results here, with differences that are specific to your device or workgroup.



Cisco IOS Configuration: router2 gatekeeper zone local BOS cisco.com 192.168.P10.2 zone remote SJC cisco.com 192.168.P1.3 1719 zone remote CHI cisco.com 192.168.P1.3 1719 zone prefix SJC 1* zone prefix BOS 2* gw-priority 10 GK-ICT_1 zone prefix BOS 2* gw-priority 9 GK-ICT_2 zone prefix CHI 3* gw-type-prefix 1#* default-technology no shutdown



Cisco IOS Configuration: Gatekeeper gatekeeper zone remote BOS cisco.com 192.168.P10.2 1719 zone prefix BOS 2* no shutdown



Cisco IOS Configuration: router3 dial-peer voice 2 voip destination-pattern 2... session target ras codec g711ulaw
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Boston Cisco Unified CallManager Configuration
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San Jose Cisco Unified CallManager Configuration



Lab 5-4 Answer Key: Implementing Gatekeeper Redundancy When you complete this activity, your configuration will be similar to the results here, with differences that are specific to your device or workgroup.



Cisco IOS Configuration: router1 gatekeeper zone local CHI-router1 cisco.com 192.168.P1.254 zone local SJC-router1 cisco.com zone prefix SJC-router1 1* zone prefix CHI-router1 3* zone prefix BOS 2* gw-type-prefix 1#* default-technology zone cluster local SJC-Cluster SJC-router1 element SJC 192.168.P1.3 1719 ! zone cluster local CHI-Cluster CHI-router1 element CHI 192.168.P1.3 1719 ! no shutdown



Cisco IOS Configuration: Gatekeeper gatekeeper zone local SJC cisco.com 192.168.P1.3 zone local CHI cisco.com zone remote BOS cisco.com 192.168.P10.2 1719
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zone cluster local SJC-Cluster SJC element SJC-router1 192.168.P1.254 1719 ! zone cluster local CHI-Cluster CHI element CHI-router1 192.168.P1.254 1719 ! zone prefix SJC 1* gw-priority 10 GK-ICT_1 zone prefix SJC 1* gw-priority 9 GK-ICT_2 zone prefix BOS 2* zone prefix CHI 3* gw-type-prefix 1#* default-technology bandwidth interzone zone SJC 128 bandwidth interzone zone CHI 128 no shutdown



Cisco IOS Configuration: R2 Boston (optional) ! gatekeeper zone local BOS cisco.com 192.168.P10.2 zone cluster remote SJC-Cluster cisco.com element SJC 192.168.P1.3 1719 element SJC-router1 192.168.P1.254 1719 ! zone cluster remote CHI-Cluster cisco.com element CHI-router1 192.168.P1.254 1719 element CHI 192.168.P1.3 1719 ! zone prefix SJC-Cluster 1* zone prefix BOS 2* gw-priority 10 GK-ICT_1 zone prefix BOS 2* gw-priority 9 GK-ICT_2 zone prefix CHI-Cluster 3* gw-type-prefix 1#* default-technology no shutdown !
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Lab 6-1 Answer Key: Implementing IP-to-IP Gateways



When you complete this activity, your configuration will be similar to the results here, with differences that are specific to your device or workgroup.



Cisco IOS Configuration: router1 voice service voip allow-connections h323 to sip allow-connections sip to h323 ! voice translation-rule 9011 rule 1 /^9011/ // ! voice translation-profile sip-out translate called 9011 ! interface FastEthernet0/0 ip address 192.168.P1.254 255.255.255.0 duplex auto speed auto h323-gateway voip interface ! dial-peer voice 9011 voip translation-profile outgoing sip-out destination-pattern 9011T session protocol sipv2 session target ipv4:192.168.P10.254 codec g711ulaw ! dial-peer voice 9012 voip session target ipv4:192.168.P1.1 answer-address 1... codec g711ulaw
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GK TeslaTurret 
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GK Longstreet 
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GK German ME209 
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BS Mod 

Pouring rain, high winds, dark night (clouded moon), etc. Marksman .... A good parry can also leave the attacker open to a riposte (see Winning). â€¢ Multiple ...
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GK USA CurtisP 55Ascender 
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mod. CAREZZA SILVER mod. CAREZZA 

La premiÃ¨re fois que vous utilisez le mixeur, il faut..... La primera vez que usa el esquema, siga las instrucciones que se detallan a continuaciÃ³n. De eerste keer ...
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GK British Roundhead 
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GK USA LongstreetVehicleMode 
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GK Russia NicolaiLenin 
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GK British Snecma SE 500 
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Historical Skin Mod v0.36 

Jul 26, 2008 - For this model, the cap and trousers have been set to blue grey. The jacket worn is ... Art COH engine, HSM Hetzer's skin and post work with Photoshop. 3.6 Opposing ... Mod of Halftrack (pseudo on Relic forum). Helmet cover ...
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lexus rc 

fendre l'air alors que vous Ãªtes bien Ã  l'abri dans votre poste de pilotage somptueusement ..... Lexus Canada, One Toyota Place, Toronto, Ontario, M1H 1H9.
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RC ST 

E x a m p le s. F o re sts, g ra ssla n d s, e tc. L a k e s, o ce a n s, e tc. P ro ce ss b y w h ich e le m e n ts a re re cycle d. L a rg e clim a tic re g io n s. B io sp h e re.
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lexus rc 

Chez Lexus, nous croyons qu'un véhicule n'est pas seulement un moyen de transport. C'est aussi une source d'inspiration. Et un outil qui vous permet.
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lexus rc 

Robert Tsang. Directeur gestionnaire, Lexus Canada ..... Mark LevinsonMD est une marque dÃ©posÃ©e de Harmon. International Industries Inc. 8. La camÃ©ra de ...
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nouveau rc 

Lorsque vous vous trouverez au volant du nouveau RC, vous apprÃ©cierez son accÃ©lÃ©ration vive et la prÃ©cision de sa direction. Ce coupÃ© sport innovant a Ã©tÃ© mis au point sur le circuit du NÃ¼rburgring, le plus exigeant du monde, et adopte un chÃ
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RC ATS 

KEY WORDS: altitude, factors affecting their distribution, latitude, salinity, temperature (2), turbidity. Concept maps. CHAPTER 8. AST. E x a m p le s. E x a m p le.
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lexus rc 

Un V6 de 3,5 litres Ã  injection directe libÃ©rant une puissance maximale de 260 chevaux pour la RC 300 et de 311 chevaux pour la RC 350 vous fera ressentir ...
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lexus rc 

fendre l'air alors que vous Ãªtes bien Ã  l'abri dans votre poste de pilotage somptueusement Ã©quipÃ©. Des feux .... GLACES EN VERRE ANTI-UV. GLACES DES ...
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lexus rc 

Conçu pour les amateurs de conduite, le coupé RC 2019 bénéficie de parties avant et arrière ... vous négociez à plein gaz des virages sur un circuit. ROULEZ.
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lexus rc 

LEXUS RC 2019. BIENVENUE. CHEZ LEXUS. J'aimerais vous remercier personnellement pour votre intÃ©rÃªt envers Lexus. Vous venez de faire vos premiers ...
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lexus rc 

biais de caractÃ©ristiques de sÃ©curitÃ© complÃ¨tes qui vous ... Le SystÃ¨me de sÃ©curitÃ© Lexus+ est une suite complÃ¨te de technologies Ã©voluÃ©es et de capteurs ...
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lexus rc 

Chez Lexus, nous croyons qu'un véhicule n'est pas seulement un moyen de transport. C'est aussi ... reconnaissance vocale et compatibilité Apple CarPlayMC,.
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Wiring Mod for charging issues 

Jul 7, 2005 - the factory feeds in the system & that 2 wires for the feed & ground were better ... My advise to fix it quick and safe: Do it bossbobs way. ..... This fuse supplies my alarm, ... (the manual calls them green) wires can be connected in 
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